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Grad student
finds fortune
on Wheel'

Jewel of JCU:
Shula's road to faille
Brian Murphy
Sports Editor

Denise Glaros

The following is part one of a two-part series.

News Editor

Northeast Ohio's own Don Shula,JCU class of 1951, a nd
1997 inductee into the Professional Football Hall of Fame
says JCU played a pivota l role in launching his coaching
ca ree r.
Spec ifically, it was the 1950 homecomi'ngfootball ga me in
whic hJ CU defeated the Sy racuse Orangemen, 21-16, behind
Shula , then a 5-ll , 190-pound senior halfback for the Blue
Streaks.
The ga me took place on a Friday night at the recentlyde molished Cleveland Municipal Stadium. Among those in
attendance was the legendary head coach of the Cleveland
Browns, Paul Brown, a nd his coaching staff.
"They were probably looking more at the Syracuse players
tha n us," Shula said with a laugh in a telephone interview
with The Carroll News from Florida .
But it was difficult not to notice Shul a tha t night as he
rushed for 12 4 yards on 23 carries and teamed withjCU's star
running back Carl Taseff to spearhead the winning scoring
drive late in the fourth quarter.
With less than five minutes remaining in the game,JCU,
traili ng 16-14, recovered a Syracuse fumble on the Syracuse
35-yard lme. The ta ndem of Shula a nd Taseff pounded the
ball down to the Syracuse one-yard I me. Tasef[ then punctuated the drive with the ga me-winning touchdown.
In addition to being one of the bigger victories in Blue
Strea k foo tball history, it al so s~ r ved as the turning point in
Shula's life. He credits his performance in that game as the
reason the Brow ns drafted him and his coaching career was

see SHU LA, page 2

The television advertise ment beckoned
he r: "Be on e of the first 20 ca llers a nd get a
chance to try out for "Wheel of Fortune."
As soon as Angte Martello, a j ohn Carroll graduate student, heard the com mercia! , she stopped running on her treadmill
and dialed the telephone number of
WEWS-TV5, the television station promoting the tryouts.
T hose numbers turned out to be magic
as this phone call won her a spot in the
"Wheel of Fortune" tryouts to be held at the
end of july m Columbus, Ohio.
"Ever since I was li ttle, my fa m ily a nd I
would watch the show," Martello sa id. "1
always sa td I wanted to be on the show."
The same wee k that she won the local
contest, Martello traveled to Columbus to
officially try out fo r "Wheel of Forcune" in
hopes of becomi ng a contesta nton the show
that is normall y hosted by Pat Sajak and
Van na Whtte m Cahforma.
l

Shula from his playing days at John Carroll.

SU pushes voting in University Heights
Khrlstyn Yurick
Staff Reporter
Almost all of last year's freshman class
reg istered to vote in Universi ty Heigh ts.
This year, on ly about 150John Carroll students total , from all of the classes, have
registered to vote in the November election.
In the past, incoming freshman registered to vote in University Heights during
the su mm er orientation sessions beca use

For

administra tion pushed for it, said Chris
Beato, Student Un ion president.
"We want to get as ma ny students as
possible registered to vote in Universit y
Heights," Beato said. "Every john Carroll
student, whether they live on or off campus, is a resident here and has that right."
Beryl Rothschild, mayor of University
Heights, said she does not support JCU
students voting in University Heights be-

the

Students find a creative outlet for their concerns over not having cable
T.V. in the lounge in Rodman Hall, as promised.

cause "The students are not taxpayers here,"
Rothsc hild said, a nd "by voting, they are
ma king decisions a nd not payi ng for them."
ln addition, Rothschild said s tude nts
could face legal problems w he n sw itching
their registration over to University Heights.
"Be careful," she warned students. "There
are legal consequences if you become registered both here and in your home district."
"The city is getting their money through
the taxes the university pays as well as those
paid by student workers," said Chris Kerr,
SU senator helpi ng head up the drive.
"There is no danger in students becoming d ually registered," Beato said. "We are
taki ng all the proper precautions to make
sure that does not happen."
Beato also said he wants all JCU students to know the more students that vote
in University Heights, the less likely issues
concerning the school will be overlooked.
Although there are no issues that directlyaffectstudenrs in the upcoming election, Rothschild and several council members are up for re-election. According to
Beato, in next year's election, city council
will vote on how street parking will be regulated, an item with directly affects many
JCU students.
The deadline to register to vote in University Heights for the November election
is Oct. 8. Forms to change voter registration are available in the SU office.
"We don't want to shove the voter registration issue down people's throats," Beato
said. "We just want students concerned
with what takes place in the community
they live in eight months out of the year to
have a voice."

,mem ~~~~~~J

bers of th e "Wheel of Fortune· staff must
first conduct an extensive contestant
search.
Initially, thousands of people came to
the tryouts in Columbus, said Gary O'Brien,
contestant coordinator for Columbia TriStar Studios, the company based in Los
Angeles, Cali[. that produces "Wheel of
Fortune."
Then, the staff narrows down the field
of possible contestants to about 200 from
across the state and the interviewing begins, O'Brie n said.
The standard contestant selection process includes having the people play a miniversion of the game show, he said .
How well a person performs during the
simulated game show plays an important
part in selection, O'Brien said.
"Someone who is a good puzzle-solver,
someone who can hold up under the pressure, someone who is fun and has a sense of
humor,andsomeone people at home would
want to see on television" are all qualities
the staff looks for, O'Brien said.
"1 wasn't nervous because I tho ught, I
have not hing to lose, ' Martello said.
Martello, working on her master's degree in math atJCU, must have possessed
these desired characteristics as she was one
of only l2 people from Ohio selected to
compete on the show.
The "Wheel of Fortune" show Martello
appeared in was taped in Columbus during
the Ohio State Fair this past August.
"I don't know why they would pick me
out of all those people," Martello said .
When asked how Martello got picked
out of all those trying out, O'Brien said "I
just remember Angie as being very bubbly."
The 22-year-old Kirtland resident went
on to tape one show on Aug. 2, which later
aired on Sept. 10.
Martello won $17, 400 during the contestant rounds, but could not solve the final
puzzle that would have won her a trip to
Tahiti.
Despite the loss in the bonus round, she
was able to move on to the winner's circle

see WHEEL, page 2
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cess in Miami and despite making
"I felt early that Don was going
the playoffs in each of his fmal tobeacoach ,anda very good one,"
continued from page 1
twoseasons,Shula faced a barrage Shula's coach atjCU, Herb Eisele
of
criticism from Dolphinfans and once said. "He not only knew hi~
a result of that.
the
Florida media prior to renr- own running back position but
And what a coaching career it
wanted to know what everybody
was. His 33 years in coaching, 26 ing.
"Some of that criticism was else on the offense was doing. He
of which he spent with the Miami
Dolphins, were, well, of Hall of tough to handle because we were constantly asked questions. He
Fame proportions. Among his still winning football games and wanted to know why."
Shula's teammate at JCU, Sil
many accomplishments, he led we were a playoff team. a preuy
the 1972 Dolphins to the only un- good team ," said Shula, Sports Cornachione once said: "On the
defeated season in National Foot- Illustrated's 1993 Sportsman of the practice fie ld he always wanted to
ball League history and retired as Year. "So that was hard to deal know why- the reasons for a certhe winningest head coach in with, but I've tried to put that all tain play."
·At Carroll he asked a lot of
league his wry, compiling 34 7 vic- in to perspective thinking a bou ta II
the
good
things
that
have
haphe added, "and often
questions,"
tories to surpass George Halas'
pened to me."
offered suggestions, bur he never
mark of 324.
An NFL coaching job was not asked them to be smart, he just
The 72 season. Sh ula said, was
part
of $hulas future plans while wanted to find out why."
the most special achievement of
at Carroll.
Shula, bornjanuary 4,1930, in
his coaching career. "Especially
"I wanted to get into teaching Grand River, Oh io, was not heavily
the Super Bowl win," he said. "That
was my first Super Bowl win and and coaching at a lower level," recruited outof Painesville Harvey
Shula said, "but l never thought High School because colleges were
that was the 17th win of a team
tha t was t heon lyundefeated team about coaching in the NFL l just looking for experienced football
wanted to make it as a player in players leaving the service followlin NFL historyL"
college
and then come out with a ing World War ll. He planned to
After five seasons as an ass isand
then get into my life's take a year off from school to work
degree
tant coach , the Baltimore Colts
then use the money to return t~
hired Shu la in 1963 as their head work."
His life's work would have in- school.
coach. He led them to one Super
But Eisele saw him run ning
Bowl beforebeinghired in 1970by volved teaching math and serving
as
an
assistant
football
coach
at
track
and, because he li ked Shula's
the Dolphins, whom he led to five
Canton Lincol n High School, speed and leg strength, offered him
Super Bowls.
Despite his extraordinary sue- which has since closed, for $3,750 a partial scholarship which covper year.
ered his tuition for the first year.
But on January 19, 1951, the Following a strong performance
Beachwood Optical
Browns selected Sh ula in the ninth on the gridiron his freshman year,
round of thedraf t. Sh ula , wishing Shula's scholarship grew to inComprehensive Eye Care
to leave no doubts, jumped at the clude room and board for his next
Stephen R. Bernie, M.D.,
opportunity to make it in the NFL three years.
OphthaJmologist
and signed a $5,000 contract with
Shula admi ts that h is parents
the Browns.
could
never have afforded to send
$89.95 DcUiy Wear
"1d idn't want, 50 years later, to him to college so he feels indebted
eo.ttace £eltses Spedal
be saying 'Boy, I wish I tried pro to the uni versi ty for the opportugood Sept. 18- Sept. 25.
football. I wonder if l could have nity it gave him.
!1ftctudes examlnatl.ott,
made it,'" Shula said. "I've always
"I have been working hard to
f#JJJng, contacts di
been the type that wanted to know pay it back," said Shula, who deand when I had that opportunity, livered t he university's com'{o~JQN-up. Hours ~
it was an easy decision for me to mencement address after receivappointment Oltlfl.

Suite 104 acrossfrom

1{uD!t 'Tuesdai/s)
- 132414§

ua
esire to now everything about everyth ing was very
evident duri ng his years at Carroll
and boded well fo r a fu ture in
coaching.
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W oman speaks about
reality of college rape
The 1996-97 JCU Student
Staff Reporter
Handbook contains a section on
Susan Radbournecametojohn rape and sexual assault prevenCarroll to share a story about rape. tion and education.
But the story she told to a crowded
The handbook lists rights of
LSC Conference Room Monday rapeandsexualassaultsurvivors,
mght was not her own: it was her and notesthat"victimscanrequest
daughter's.
change of class schedules or cam"Amy's Story," as Radbourne pus living, with which the unicalls it, began with her daughter versity will comply within reaattending a sorority/fraternity son."
mixer, and ended with herdaughSeveral steps to follow after an
ter being raped by a member of attack are also given in the handthe fraternity.
book. 1t suggests going to a safe
Herfif th time telling this swry place, not washing or changing
at JCU, Radbourne said it is im- clothes. not even bathing because
portant todiscussrape,inparticu- it could destroy evidence, and gotar rape on college campuses ing to th e hospital to get checked
where alcohol is a factor, because for internal injuries, pregna ncy,
cases like Amy's are common.
and sexually transmitted diseases.
Radbourne said statistics
junior resi dent assistants
show that one in four college Michele Carney and Patty Raimer
women will be raped beforegrad u- bro ught th e ir floo rs to hea r
arion. Alcohol is involved in 75 Radbo urne's speec h.
"I w anted to make my floor
percent of college rapes.
. "Th is kind of speech is espe- aware that even though this is a
c1ally Important for guys. This is small campus, these thi ngs can
something we need to confront sti ll happen,"Carneysaid.
because it's our responsibility,"
Raimer sa id she wanted the
girls on her floor to know that alsaid sophomore justin Rogers.
Though A my's was the first coho! is such a majorfactor in rape
rape case Radbourne was involved cases. "It seems like it's your word
in , it was not t he last. She now againsttheirswhen that happens,
~orks at the Cleveland Rape Cri- and that's scary," she said.
Senior resident assistant Drew
SIS Center as their counse li ng coordinator, making sure rape sur- Pollick also brought his floor to
vivorsdo not have the same prob- Radbou rne's speech.
!em finding help that Am y did.
"This was a really good proRadbo urne 's speech was the gram last year, and I thought it
first program in this week-long was the best one for the guys,"
se ries of disc ussions for "Take a Pollick said.

Agains~tM;i;M~~·~..,..~~~~~~~~~~·~~-===-~!;;~._~.._-

Stand
Week.
Part two of this story will apFres h ma n Li ndsay Cou ncil
pear in next week's issueofth eCar- sa id , "Rape Awareness Week is
roll News. It will be on newsstands im portant because people dri n k
Sept. 25.
on campus and then don't always
act responsibly."
Accordi ng to JCU's 1996 Ann ua l Security Report, one forcible
sex offense had been reported to
Campus Security in 1995, one in
1994, and one in 1993.
But w hen about 90 percent of
rapes go unreported, a statistic
provided by the Cleveland Rape
Crisis Center, there may be more
rapesoncampusthanarereported
to Campus Security.
Campus Security decli ned to
comment on this issue.
in 1973.
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ARMY ROTC SCHOIARSIDPWINNERS
Haskell Orr
David Arnold
Joe Meinking
Danielle Carosello
Jessica Senn
Jose Crespo
Meredith Vargo

Gilberto Cintron
Eric Jankowski
Mike Story
Shane Slater
Melissa Mambort
Mike Brink
Sean Gallagher
Bill Wade

Chris Haas

Audrey Davidiuk
Keith Cockrell
Mike Fuduric
Errol Savage
Mike Stull
Jennifer Keck
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Every y·e ar Army ROTC
boolcs, lab 'rees and an allowawards thousands of meritance up to $1500/year. But
based scholarships to qualified
more than that , Army ROTC is
students around the counone course that develops
try and right here in your ~ your leadership abilities
school. These scholarships
and confidence , qualities
pay most tuition, as well as
that lead to success .
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ARMY RO'It
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For details, visit us on the 2nd Floor of the RecPiex or call
Captain Steve Ryba at397-4421
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Jill M. Jasinski

me' applied to girls in rape simations,' said senior James Sulli van.
'But it also applies to guys. Most
guys never think they could be a
rapi st. Wealljust need to put more
thought into the situation."
Tonight, a speec h by a representativef rom theCleveland Rape
Crisis Center about the legalities
and tec hnicalit ies of rape called
"Knowledge is Power"will be held
at 7 p.m. in the LSC Conference
Room. A candlelight vigil w ill be
held tomorrow at 10 p.m. around
the flagpole on the Quad.

Get AT&T One Rate. FREE.
And don't worry about the time or the distance .

Next week, th e Ca rro ll News
presents the story of ajohn Carroll.
Uni ve: rsity woma n who is a su rvivoroj ra pe.
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continued from page 1
show aired at the end of the week
because of her previous wi n nings.
"l wasn't ner vous because I had
nothing to lose," Martell o said.
In the second show, w hic h aired
Sept. l 2, Martello d id not w in any
more money.
"The money I won is great, especially since I'm getting married
soon," ~!artello sa id.
Also, Martello mentioned she
even got the c hance to talk to
Vanna White. Thei r brief conversation consisted of Martello's upcoming wedding plans.
"You reallx don't get to meet
Pat or Vanna- they're kind of isolated from everyone," Martello
said.
"It was just because I made it to
the bonus round that l got to talk
to them."
"I never tho ught this wo uld
happen to me," Martello said about
appearing on "Wheel of Fortune."
"It seemed supereasyand I thought Martello on the set of Wheel
[would have a chance."
of Fortune as it toured Ohio.
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cess in Miami anddesptte making
the playoffs in each of his fmal
continued from page 1
twoseasons,Shula faced a barrage
of criticism from Dolphin fans and
a result of that.
And what a coaching career it the Florida med ta prior to retirwas. His 33 years in coaching, 26 ing.
"Some of that criticism was
of which he spent with the Miami
tough
to handle because we were
Dolphins, were, well, of HaH of
Fame proportions. Among his still winning football games and
many accomplishments, he led we were a playoff team, a pretty
the 1972 Dolphins to the only un- good team ." said Shula, Sports
defeated season in National Foot- Illustrated's 1993Sportsmanof the
ball League history and retired as Year. "So that was hard ro deal
the wmningest head coach in with, but I've tried to put that all
league history,compiling 347vic- into perspective thinking aboutall
tories to surpass George Halas' the good things tha t have happened to me."
mark of 324.
An NFL coaching job was not
The 72 season, Shula said, was
part
of Shula's future plans while
the most special achievement of
his coaching career. "Especially at Carroll.
"I wanted to get into teaching
the Super Bowl win," he said. "That
and
coaching at a lower level,"
was my first Super Bowl win and
Shula
said, "but I never thought
that was the 17th win of a team
thatwastheonlyundefeated team about coaching in the NFL !just
wanted to make it as a player in
lin NFL history!."
and then come out with a
college
After five seasons as an assisdegree
and
then get into my life's
tant coach, the Baltimore Colts
hired $hula in 1963 as their head work."
His life's work would have incoach. He led them to one Super
volved
teaching math and serving
Bowl before being hired in 1970by
the Dolphins, whom he led to five as an assistant football coach at
Canton Lincoln High School,
Super Bowls.
Despite hts extraordinary sue- which has since closed, for $3,750
per year.
But on January 19, 1951, the
Beachwood Optical
Browns selected Sh ula in the ninth
Comprehensive Eye Care round of the draft. Shula, wish ing
to leave no doubts, jumped at the
Stephen R. Benrie, M.D.,
opportunity to make it in the NFL
Ophthalmologist
and signed a $5,000contract with
the Browns.
$89.95 Dally Wecu
"I didn't want, 50 years Ia ter, to
Cofd:ace Unses Spedol
be saying 'Boy, 1 wish I tried pro
good Sept. 18- Sept. 25.
football . I wonder if Lcould have
9ncludes examination,
made it,'" Shula said. "I've always
been thetypethatwantedtoknow
fiJ/Jng, C'Ofttacts di
and when I had that opportunity,
follow-up. Hours bfl
it was an easy decision for me to
appobrtment Oltlfl.
u a's esire to now everyth mg about everything was very
evident during his years at Carroll
and boded well fo r a fut ure in
coaching.

"Lfelt early that Don was going
to be a coach, and a very good one,"
$hula's coach atjCU, Herb Eisele
once said. "He not only knew hi~
own runn ing back position but
wanted to know what everybody
else on the offense was doing. He
constantly asked questions. He
wanted to know why."
Shula's teammate at JCU, Sil
Cornachione once said: "On the
practice field he always wanted to
know why- the reasons for a certain play."
"At Carroll he asked a lot of
questions," he added, "and often
offered suggestions, but he never
asked them to be smart, he just
wanted to find out why."
Shula, bornjanuary 4,1930. in
GrandRiver,Ohio, was not heavily
recrUited outofPainesville Harvey
HighSchool because colleges were
lookmg for experienced football
players leaving the service following World War 11. He planned to
take a year off from school to work,
then use the money to return to
school.
But Eisele saw him running
track and, because he liked Shula's
speed and leg strength, offered him
a partial scholarship which covered his tuition for the first year.
Following a strong performance
on the gridiron his freshman year,
Shula's scholarship grew to include room and board for his next
three years.
Shula admits that his parents
could never have afforded ro send
him to college so he feels indebted
to the uni versi ty for the opport unity it gave him.
"I have been working h ard to
pay it back," said Shula, who delivered the university's commencement address ah er receivin 1973.

Part two of this story will appearin next weeh's issueoft he Carroll News. It will be on newsstands
Sept 25.
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W oman speaks about
reality of college rape
Jill M. Jasinsk i

The 1996-97 JCU Student
Handbook contains a section on
Susan Radbournecame to John rape and sexual assault prevenCarroll tosharea sroryabout rape. tion and education.
But the story she told to a crowded
The handbook lists rights of
LSC Conference Room Monday rape and sexual assault survivors,
night was not her own: it was her and notesthat"victimscan request
daughter's.
change of class schedules or cam"Amy's Story," as Radbourne pus living, with which the unicalls it, began with her daughter versity will comply within reaattending a sorority / fraternity son."
mixer,and ended with her daughSeveral steps to follow after an
ter being raped by a member of attack are also given in the handbook. 1t suggests going ro a safe
the fraternity.
Her fifth time telling this story place, not washing or changing
at JCU, Radbourne said it is im - clothes. not even bathing because
ponant todiscuss rape, in particu- it cou ld destroy evide nce, and golar rape on college earn puses ing to th e hospital to get checked
where alcohol is a factor, because for interna l injuries, pregna ncy,
cases like Amy's are common.
and sexually transmitted diseases.
Radbourne said statistics
J u nior res id ent assistants
show that one in four college Michele Carney and Patty Raimer
women will be raped beforegrad u- b rought th eir floo rs to hear
at ion. Alcohol is involved in 75 Radbo urne's speec h.
"I wa nted to make my floo r
percent of college rapes.
"This kind of speech is espe- aware that even though this is a
cially important for guys. This is small campus, these t hings can
something we need to confront still happen." Carney said.
because it's our responsibility,"
Raimer said she wanted the
girls on her floor to know that alsatd sophomore justin Rogers.
Though Amy 's was the first coholissuchamajorfactorinrape
rape case Radbourne was involved cases. "It seems like it's your word
in, it was not the last. She now againsttheirswhen that happens,
~orks at the Cleveland Rape Cri- and that's scary." she said.
Senior resident assistant Drew
sts Center as their counseli ng coordinator, making sure rape s ur- Pollick also brought his floor to
vivorsdo not have the same prob- Rad bourne's speech.
"This was a really good pro!em findi ng help that Amy did.
Radbourne's speec h was t he gram last yea r, and I thought it
first program in t his week-long was the best one for the guys,"
series of discussions fo r "Take a Pollick said.
Staff Reporter

Stand Agains
'i-ap~
e o;;n~Ca
iiim~~usj"~!~"~Yo~u~aL~w~a~s~h~ea~r~t~h~e~a~i~n!im'J:---==~~~~~-e e r_itrRa
Week.
Freshman Lindsay Counc il
sa id, "Ra pe Aware ness Week is
important because people d rin k
on campus and then don't always
act responsibly."
According to JCU's 1996 Annual Sec urity Rqmt, orre forcible
sex offense had been reported to
Campus Security in 1995, one in
1994,and one in 1993.
But when about 90 percent of
rapes go unreported, a statistic
provided by the Cleveland Rape
Crisis Center, there may be more
rapesoncampusthanarereported
to Campus Securi ty.
Campus Secur ity declined to
comment on th is issue.

me' applied to girls in rape situations,' said senior James Sullivan.
"But it also applies to guys. Most
guys never think they could be a
rapist. Wealljustneed to put more
thought into the situation."
Tonight, a speec h by a representativefrom theCleveland Rape
Crisis Center about the legalities
and tec hnicalities of rape called
"Knowledge is Power" will be held
at 7 p.m. in the LSC Conference
Room. A candlelight vigil wi ll be
held tomor row at 10 p.m. around
the flag pole on the Quad.
Next weeh, th e Carro ll News

Get AT&T One Rate. FREE.
And don't worry about the time or the distance.

prese nts the story of ajohn Carroll.
University woman who is a su rvivorof ra pe.
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continued from page 1

anytime. anywhere in the U.S.

show aired at the end of the week
because of her previous wi nni ngs.
"I wasn't nervous because I had
nothing to lose," Martello sa id.
In the second show, whic h aired
Sept. l 2, Martello did not w in any
more money
"The money I won is great, especiall y since I'm getti ng married
soon," Martello said.
Also, Martello mentioned she
even go t the chance to talk to
Vanna White. Their brief conversation consisted of Martello's upcoming wedding plans.
"You rea ll x don't get to meet
Pat or Vanna- they're kind of isolated from everyone," Martello
said.
"It was just because I made it to
the bonus round that I got to talk
to them."
"I never thought this wou ld
happen to me,"Martellosaidabout
appeari ng on "Wheel of Fortune."
"ltseemedsupereasyand I thought Martello on the set of Wheel
[would have a chance."
of Fortune as it toured Ohio.
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Sinn Fein commits to peaceful methods
In efforts to reach an agreement on the political future of Northern
Ireland, Sinn Fem,thepolltical wing of the Irish Republican Army,
officially committed itself to peaceful methods last week. The
agreement was welcomed by the British and Irish governments,
and qualified the party to take part in peace talksaimedarending
violence that has killed 3,225 people since 1969. The talks began
last Monday, despite boycotts from several pro-British and
Protestant parties_

Referendum passes to create Scottish Parliament
A referendum passed late last week in Scotland when citizens
voted to create their own Scottish Parliament after 290 years of
union with England. The referendum will keep Scotland within
the country of Queen Elizabeth II as its monarch, but will allow it
to have responsibility for legislation on domestic affairs. The
creation of the Parliament, w hich would be opened by 2000,
would be the mostsignificantchangewithin the United Kingdom
since lreland won independence in 1922.

Abortion regulations pass Ohio House
A proposal requiring minors to receive consent from at least one
parent or a judge before obtaining an abortion passed the Ohio
House of Representatives last week, marking what could be the
strongest ami-abortion legiSlation in a dozen years. The Ohio
Senate must also approve the measure before it becomes law, and
Senate Pres1denr Richard H. Finan said he did not know when
senators would acton this issue.

Stealth fighter plane crash es at Maryland air s how
An F-117 A stealth figh ter broke apart at a Maryland air show
performance last Sunday, crashing into two houses and causing
six minor injuries. The pilot ejected to safety. The crash occ urred
when the jet was making its final passes during the Chesapeake
Air Show at theGienMarrinState Airport. A nAir Force fact sheet
reporred that each F-117 costs $45 million.
Pres idenr C inron announced a crackdown on Medicare {raud las t
Monday, especially targenng the home health-care market for a
growingshareoffederalspendingon the elderly. The plan requires
Medicare to stop signing up new home health-care providers
while the Health Care Fi nancing Administration devises new
sundards to better screen applicants.

World Briefs we rt: compiled by Meagan Lynch,WorldNewsEditor,
with the aid of wire sources.

Kmde rganners do not have Lewis satd.
chatrstostt m,andclasssizes hover
Vouchers should be given to all
between 27 and 35 children , ac- parents, said Lewis, who believes
cor~ ing to Lewis. .
a voucher program would give the
Everyone has a nght to beedu- public schools some competition.
Because of popular downtown
cated," she said , "And you cannot
educate children when there are attractions such as the Rock and
35 of them in a room."
Roll Hall of Fame and Musuem
Lewis said there have not been Jacobs Field and the Great Lake~
small classes in Ward 7 si nee the Science Center, Cleveland has be1950s. "There is no intention of come an entertainment, cultural
educatingpeopleintheinnercity," and tourist area, according to
said Lewis.
Lewis. "But you need education to
The answer to Cleveland's edu- enjoy culture," she said .
cationcrisis,said Lewis, is notgivIn Lewis' opinion, too much
ing the Mayor control of the time is spent revitalizing the
Fannie Lewis
schools. Both runningthecityand downtown area. "The inner city
Sara E. Buss
running the schools are colossal should have the same attention as
Assistant World News Editor
jobs,anditisimpossibletodoboth, downtown ," said Lewis.
Speaking to a variety of issues Lewis said
Part of the reason for the deplaguingthecityof Cleveland,city
If the mayor has control of the cline of inner city neighborhoods
councilwoman Fannie Lewis of schools, the people lose the power is the insensitivity of the corpoWard 7, offered her opinions and to elect the school board, and "the rate structure, she said. Corporate
answered students' questions last voting process is important to Americawants"toys,"saidLewis.
Thursday atjohn Carroll.
people," said Lewis.
"Dick jacobs has a toy - it's the
Particularly important to her
Lewis also supports the school stadium," Lewis said.
IS the issue of education. "The
vouchersystem,shesaid. "lcango
The majority of the people in
school s are in shambles," sa id shoppingforeverythingelse This her ward cannot afford to go to
,---------------------~----, games at Jacobs Field, and most
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Sara E. Buss
Assistant World News Editor

It's no wonder Fannie Lewis
professes such a commitment
to her ward. Lewis moved to
Cleveland from Memphis in
1951 in hopes of finding less
poverty a nd prejudice.
Instead, she found a single
room in a roach infested house
few mom hs, she and her husband, Carlee, were able to move
into a two bed room apa rtme nt.
In l960,shemoved tO Hough,
which was, at the time, a racially mixed neighborhood.
Lewis has lived in Hough ever
si nce, but by 1963, all of Lewis'
white ne igh bors had moved to
thesuburbs. Hough was labeled
as "undesirable."
On July 18, 1966 , Lewis'
neighborhood erupted into a
week-long racially motivated
riot, leaving four people killed
and 46 others injured.
After this, Lewis turned to
volunteering to improve her

neighborhood, and soon she
sought to serve in a more formal capacity.
She served on several community-based init iatives, including the Ne ig h borhood
Youth Corps and th e Model
Cities program, w here Lewis'
fiestyreputation became wellknown with cit officials.
speak her mind, Model Cities
program board members attem pted unsucessfully to suspend Lewis, and thi s led her to
run for City Counci l in 1975.
She lost her first fo ur elections, and first became council woman in 1980. While
people may d isagree with her
tactics, Lewis has brought results back to her constituems,
including new housing developments, day care centers and
nursing homes.

Information from this article was gathered from the
Cleveland News Indc:..

peopleattendinggamesliveinthe
outlying suburbs. "I don't want to
sit in the loge when I have to go
home to Hough," she said.
Lewis said she also sees inequalities in the granting of tax
abatements, with more abatementsgranted to downtown properties. "Like anything, [tax abatements]can be abused," Lewis sa id.
Tax abatements could prove
positive fort he Cleveland comm u-

.

.

.

.

opportunity where peop e will
benefit, said Lewis.
For example, in the Hough
neighborhood, tax abatements are
granted to homeowners bui lding
new construction, said Lewis
The issuing of tax abatements
should be proportional, she said.
For every project the city does
downtown, like the new Browns
stadium , Lewis said they should
do something for the inner city.
Lewis said she went to ci ty
council to save her neigh borhood.
When voting o n city policy, she
said her thoughts are a lways with
her .::o nstltuems.
"As a
counci !person, I don't do anything
1 wouldn't want done to me."
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Sheppardexhurned for DNA testing
Meag an Lynch
World News Editor

Dr. Sam Sheppard 's body was
exhumed yesterday from its Columbusgravesitefor DNA testing
in an effort to prove that he was
wrongfully imprisoned for the
1954 murder of his wife , Marilyn.
The doctor spent ten years in
prison umil he received acquittal
in 1966 after being granted aretrial by the U.S. Supreme Court.
Despite his acquittal, several
remaming issues surrounding the
case have many people still convinced of Sheppard's guilt.
Sheppard 's son , Sam Reese
Sheppard, 50, of Oakland, Calif.
believes exhuming his father will
move the case a not her step closer
to closure.
The son hopes to win a civil
law5uit against the state of Ohio
for wrongful imprisonment by
proving that hisfatherwas wrongfullycharged and convicted of the
crime. The Sheppard sen is seeking $2 million for damages on behalf of his deceased father.
"I'm doing this for my mom and
my dad, and for all of the children
of Oh io whose parem s have been
touc hed by violence," the you nger
Sheppard said in a statement to
the media.
Sheppard's body will be moved
from its burial site in Columbus,
where it has been since his death
in April of 1970, to the Cuyahoga
County coroner's office. T he coroner, Dr. Elizabeth Balraj, and forensic scientist Mohammad Tahir

of Indiana pol is will obtain
samples of Sheppard's bone marrow, hair, teeth and flesh in order
to find a clean DNA sample.
Tahir will compare Sheppard's
DNA to the DNA mixture he found
on two samples taken from the
victim. Thesetwosamples,inaddition to three blood stains collected from the crime scene, contained traces of a distinctive DNA
found in less than 4 percent of the
world's population.
Thisdtstinctive DNA group includes the Sheppard's windowwasher, Richard Eberling,66, who
is serving Iife in prison for the 1984
murder of an elderly Lakewood
woman. Eberling denies killing
Marilyn Sheppard.
Si nee the sophisticated genetic
test used today was not yet developed in 1955when themurdertook
place, Tahir will also receive new
samples of blood from the crime
scene for DNA testing.
Dr. Paul Kirkrecentlytested the
samples and believed they came
from someone other than the
Sheppards since DNA tests ruled
that it was not Maril yn's blood.
Ad di tio nall y, t here is no evidence
to prove that it wasSamSheppard's
blood around the crime scene.
Skeptics refuse to believe
Sheppard was not the killer,
mainly because they feel that results of previous DNA tests released last February proved nothing because they did not have a
definite sample of Sheppard's
DNA for comparison.

Chief Assistant Cuyahoga
County Prosecutor Carmen
Marino, who is defending the state
against Sheppard's civil lawsuit,
filed a court action challenging
the Sheppard estate's legal right to
obtain damages of $2 million or
more on behalf of Dr. Sheppard, a
deceased vicnm. If the Oh10 Supreme Court rules in favor of
Marino, the validity of the DNA
test could be debatable.

Manno remains skeptica l
about the possible success of the
exhumation. "It's just another,
more definitive step by them to
determine that another person
was involved," Marino said in a
statemem to the media. 'It could
all be a waste of time.'
Sheppard and the lawyer fort he
Sheppard estate, Terry Gilbert,
will not be dissuaded . Sheppard is
motivated by the mscription

'VQP' that can be found on his
father's headstone. The letters are
a Latm abbreviation translated as
'endure and conquer.'
Ina sLatement to the media this
week, Gilbert said, "This is one of
the most important crimes in history. wheresomeonespent lO years
m prison and the probable killer is
still in custody.' He added, 'Tome
it's worth fighting for, and we're
gomg to do it."

Search continues for missing planes
Meagan Lynch
World News Editor

The search for U.S. and German military transport planes
that were reported missing off
the coast of southern Africa last
Sunday is surrounded by mdications that the two planes collided into the Atlantic Ocean.
Although nosurvivors have
been located, searchers found
seats and papers from the German plane in two a reas of the
ocean last Monday w here the
planes may havecoll ided,about
ll5 miles west of Cape Fria on
the Namibian coast. Nine
Americans and 24 Germans
are missing.
A French aircraft flying
over the apparent crash site
Sunday night detected a distress signal from an automatic
emergency beacon. The U.S. Air
Force moniwrs also picked up
a signal about the same time.

German Defense Minister
Volker Ruehe said the German
plane was last heard rrom at 4
p.m. Saturday Germa n time. He
said itev1dentlycrashed imothe
Atlantic off the coast of Angola.
Additionally,theGerman Defense Ministry said a U.S. military C -141 cargo plane with nine
crew members last heard from
within the same area is missing
and has presumably crashed.
A German air ministry officia l told the media that, "When
you add one and one wgether...a
crash is very probable."
The Atlantic is4,000feetdeep
in the area of Namibia's Coast
where the U.S.C-141 and the German plane may have collided.
Many officials doubt much
wreckage will ever be found .
The two planes were believed
to have been fly ing the same air
ro ur e, and altho ugh pla nes traveling in opposite directions are

supposed to fly at different altitudes, Namibian officials
speculate that the collision sne
was undetectable from radar
and they did not know that the
German plane was approach ing because they had not received a flight plan.
Prior to the crash, the U.S.
plane flew cargo from Ascen sion Island to Namibia. The
crash presumably occured
when the plane was returning
to Ascension Island.
T he German air force plane
was t ravelingfromGermany to
Cape Town, South Africa.
Teams of military officials
from the United States, Germany and South Africa joined
together to organize the search.
Additionally, they want to understand wh y rescue officials
did not receive notice of the
missing pla nes until 24 ho urs
after the supposed crash.
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Sinn Fein commits to peaceful methods
In efforts to reach an agreement on the political f utureof Northern
Ireland, Sinn Fem,thepolitical wing of the Irish Republican Army,
officially committed itself to peaceful methods last week. The
agreement was welcomed by the British and Irish governments,
and qualified the party to take part in peace talks aimed at ending
viOlence that has killed 3,225 people since 1969. The talks began
last Monday, desptLe boycotts from several pro-British and
Protestant parties..

Referendum passes to create Scottish Parliament
A referendum passed late last week in Scotland when citizens
·.roted to create their own Scottish Parliament after 290 years of
union with England. The referendum will keep Scotland within
the country of Queen Elizabeth II as its monarch, but will allow it
to have responsibility for legislation on domestic affairs. The
creation o[ the Parliament. which would be opened by 2000,
would be the most significantchangewithi n the United Kingdom
since Ireland won independence in 1922.

Abortion regulations pass Ohio House
A proposal requiring minors to receive consent from at least one
parent or a judge before obtaining an abortion passed the Ohio
House of Representatives last week, marking what could be rhe
strongest anti-abortion legiSlation in a dozen years. The Ohio
Senate must also approve the measure before it becomes law, and
Senate Pres1dent Richard H. Finan said he did not know when
senators would acton this issue.

Stealth fighter plane crashes at Maryland air show
An F-117 A stealth fighter broke apart at a Maryland air show
performance last Sunday. crashing into two houses and causing
six minor injuries. The pilot ejected tosafery. The crash occurred
when the jet was making its final passes during the Chesapeake
Air Show at the Glen Martin State Airport. An Air Force factsheet
reported that each F-117 costs $45 million.
Presidenr Clinton 11 nnounced a crackdown on Medicare [mud lasr
Monday, especially rargetmg the home health-care market for a
growingshareoffederalspendingontheelderly. Theplanrequires
Medicare to stop signing up new home health-care providers
while the Health Care Fmancing Administration devises new
Standards to better screen applicants.

World Briefs were compiled byMeagan Lynch, World News Editor,
withtheaidofwiresource.

Kmdergartners do not have
chairs tO Sit in,andclasssizes hover
between 27 and 35 ch1ldren, accor~ing to Lewis. .
Everyone has a nght to beeducated," she said," And you cannot
educate children when there are
35 of them in a room"
Lewis said there have not been
small classes in Ward 7 si nce the
1950s. "The re is no in tention of
educatingpeopleintheinnercity,"
said Lewi s.
The answer toCleveland'seducationcrisis,said Lewis, is notgiving the Mayor control of the
Fannie Lewis
schools. Both runningthecityand
Sara E. Buss
running the schools are colossal
Assistant World News Editor
jobs, and it is impossible to do both,
Speaking to a variety of issues Lewis said.
plaguing thecityof Cleveland,city
If the mayor has control of the
councilwoman Fannie Lewis of schools, th e people lose the power
Ward 7, offered her opinions and to elect the school board, and "the
answered students' questions last voting process is important to
Thursday at John Carroll.
people," said Lewis.
Particularly important to her
Lewis also supports the school
1s the issue of education. "The voucher system, she said. "I can go
schools are in s hambles," satd shoppingforeverythingelse. This
,-------------------------,

Lewissa1d.
Vouchersshould be given to all
parenrs, said Lewis, who believes
a voucher program wouldgivethe
public schools some competition.
Because of popular downtown
attractions such as the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame and Musuem
jacobs Field and the Great Lake~
Science Center, Cleveland has become an entertainment cultu ra l
and tourist area, accdrding to
Lewis. "Bur you need education to
enjoy culture," she said.
In Lewis' opinion, too much
time is spent revitalizing the
downtown area. "The inner city
should have the same attention as
downtown," said Lewis.
Part of the reason for the decline of inner city neighborhoods
is the insensitivity of the corporate structure, she said. Corporate
America wants "toys," said Lewis.
"Dick jacobs has a toy - it's the
stadium," Lewis said.
The majority of the people in
her ward cannot afford to go to
games at jacobs Field, and most
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Sara E. Buss
Assistant World News Editor

It's no wonder Fannie Lewis
professes such a commitment
to her ward. Lewis moved to
Cleveland from Memphis in
1951 in hopes of finding less
poverty and prejudice.
Instead, she found a single
room in a roach infested house
few months, she and her husband, (arlee, were able to move
into a two bedroom apartment.
In 1960,shemoved to Hough,
which was, at the time, a racially mixed neighborhood.
Lewis has lived in Hough ever
since, but by 1963, all of Lewis'
white neighbors had moved to
thesuburbs. Hough was labeled
as "undesirable."
On july 18, 1966 , Lew is'
neighborhood erupted into a
week-long racially motivated
riot, leaving four people killed
and 46others injured.
After this, Lewis turned to
volunteering to improve her

peopleattendinggamesliveinthe
outlying suburbs. "Idon't want to
sit in the loge when I have to go
home to Hough," she said.
Lewis said she also sees inequalities in the granting of tax
abatements, with more abatements gra med to down town properties. "Like anything, !tax abatements! can be abused," Lewis said.
Tax abatements could prove
positive for the Cleveland commu.
.
.

neighborhood , and soon she
sought to serve in a more formal capacity.
She served on several community-based initiatives, including the Neighborhood
Youth Corps and the Model
Cities program, where Lewis'
fiesty reputation became wellknown with cit oHicia .

opportunity where peop e will
benefit, said Lewis.
For example, in the Hough
neighborhood,taxabatementsare
granted to homeowners building
new construction, said Lewis.
The issuing of tax abatementS
should be proportional, she said.
For every project the city does
downtown, like the new Browns
stadium, Lewis said they should
do something for the inner city.
Lewis .said she went to city
council to save her neighbcrhood .
When voting on city policy, she
sa id her thoughts are always with
her .::onstitu ents.
"As a
co unci !person, I don't doanything
I wouldn't want done to me."

speak her mind, Model Cities
program board members attempted unsucessfully to suspend Lewis, and this led herto
run for City Council in 1975.
She lost her first four elections, and first became councilwoman in 1980. While
people may disagree with her
tactics, Lewis has brought resu Its back to her constituents,
including new housing developments, day care centers and
nursing homes .

Information from this article was gathered from tl1e
Cleveland News lnde.:. .
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Sheppardexhwned for DNA testing
Meagan Lynch
World News Editor

Dr. Sam Sheppard's body was
exhumed yesterday from its Columbus gravesite fo r DNA testing
in an effort to prove that he was
wrongfully imprisoned for the
1954 murder of his wife, Marilyn.
The doctor spent ten years in
prison until he received acquinal
m 1966 after bemg granted a retrial by the U.S. Supreme Court.
Despite his acquiltal, several
remaining issuessurrounding the
case have many people still convinced of Sheppard's guilr.
Sheppard's son, Sam Reese
Sheppard, 50, of Oakland, Calif,
believes exhuming his father will
move the case another step closer
to closure.
The son hopes to win a civil
law~uit against the state of Ohio
for wrongful imprisonmen t by
proving that hi.sfatherwa.s wrongfull ycharged andconvictedof the
crime. The Sheppa rd son is seeking $2 million for damages on behalf of his deceased father.
"I'm doingthisformy mom and
my dad,and for all of the children
of Ohio whose parents have been
touched by violence," the younger
Sheppard said in a statement to
the media.
Sheppard's body will be moved
from its burial site in Columbus,
where it has been since his death
in April of 1970, to the Cuyahoga
County coroner's office. The coroner, Dr. Elizabeth Balraj, and forensic scientist Mohammad Tahir

of Indianapolis will obtain
samples of Sheppard's bone marrow, hair, teeth and flesh in order
to find a clean DNA sample.
Tahir will com pare Sheppard's
DNA to the DNA mixture he found
on two samples taken from the
victim. These two samples, in addition to three blood stains collected from the crime scene, contained traces of a distinctive DNA
found in less than 4 percent oft he
world's population.
This distinctive DNA group in cludes the Sheppard's windowwasher, Richard Eberling,66, who
is serving life in prison for the 1984
murder of an elderly Lakewood
woman. Eberling denies killing
Marilyn Sheppard.
Since the sophisticated genetic
test used today was not yet developed in 1955 when them urdertook
place, Tahlf will also receive new
sa mples of blood from the crime
scene fo r D A testing.
Dr. Paul Kirk recently tested the
samples and believed they came
from someone other than the
Sheppards since DNA tests ruled
that it was not Marilyn's blood.
Additionally, there is no evidence
to prove that it was Sam Sheppard's
blood around the crime scene.
Skeptics ref use to believe
Sheppard was not the killer,
mainly because they feel that results of previous DNA tests released last February proved nothing because they did not have a
definite sample of Sheppard 's
DNA for comparison.

Chief Assistant Cuyahoga
County Prosecutor Carmen
Marino, who isdefendingthestate
against Sheppard's civil lawsuit,
filed a court action challenging
the Sheppard estate's legal right to
obtain damages of $2 million or
more on behalf of Dr. Sheppard, a
deceased victim. If the Ohio Supreme Court rules in favo r of
Marino, the validity of the DNA
test could be debatable.

Marino remains skeptical
about the possible success of the
exhumation. 'It's just another,
more definitive step by them to
determine that another person
was involved,' Marino said in a
statement to the media. 'It could
all be a waste of time.'
Sheppard and the lawyerforthe
Sheppard esta te, Terry Gilbert,
will not be dissuaded. Sheppard is
motivated by the rnscrrpuon

'VQP' that can be found on his
father's head stone. The letters are
a Latin abbreviation translated as
'endure and conquer.'
ln a statement to the media this
week, Gilbert said, "This1.soneof
the most important crimes in history. wheresomeonespent 10 years
in prison and the probable killer is
still in custody.' He added, 'Tome
it's worth fighting for, and we're
going to do it."

Search continues for missing planes
Meagan Lynch
World News Editor

The search for U.S. and German m i1 itary transport pia nes
that were reported missing off
the coast of southernAf nca last
Sunday is su rrounded by indications that the two planes collided into the Atlantic Ocean.
Although no survivors have
been located, searchers found
seats and papers from the German plane in two areas of the
ocean last Monday where the
planesmayhavecollided,about
llS miles west of Cape Fria on
the Namibian coast. Nine
Americans and 24 Germans
are missing.
A French aircraft flying
over the apparent crash site
Sunday night detected a distress signal from an automatic
emergency beacon. The U.S. Air
Force monitors also picked up
a signal about the same time.

German Defense Minister
Volker Ruche said the German
plane was last heard from at 4
p.m. Saturday German time. He
said itev1dentlycrashed mtothe
Atlantic off the coast of Angola.
Additionally,theGerman Defense Mmistry said a U.S. militaryC-141 cargo plane with nine
crew members last heard from
withm the same area is missing
and has presumably crashed.
A German air ministry official told the media that, "When
you add one and one together...a
crash is very probable.•
The Atlantic is 4,000 feet deep
in the area of Namibia's Coast
where the U.S.C-141 and the German plane may have collided.
Many officia ls doubt much
wreckage wtll ever be found.
The two planes were believed
to have been flying the same air
route, and although planes traveling in opposite directions are

supposed to fly at different altitudes, Namibian orficials
speculate that the collision site
was undetectable from radar
and they did not know that the
German plane was approaching because they had not received a flight plan.
Prior to the crash, the U.S.
plane flew cargo from Ascension island to Namibia. The
crash presumably occured
when the plane was returning
to Ascension Island.
The German air force plane
wastravelingfromGermanyto
Cape Town, South Africa.
Teams of military officials
from the United States, Germany and South Africa joined
together to organize the search.
Additionally, they wam to understand why rescue officials
did not receive notice of the
missing planes until 24 hours
after the supposed crash.
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iHola Espana!
]CU students study in Spain and run

with the bulls

Robb Giambrone
Staff Reporter

Susanna DeiBalso
Year: Sophomore
Hometown: Chesterland, Ohio
What is the most exciting
thing that happened to you
this summer?: I went white water
raftmg in Pennsylvania.

Are you glad to be back at
JCU?: Yes. but only to see friends
and to get away from the parents.

What is your favorite cheesy
movie out of the 1980s?: 16
Candles, because it's great to see
how far fashion has come.

What are your most prized
possessions?: My friends, because
they are so much fun to be with.

Which class do you think will
be your favorite this semester?
World History, because I have a cool
teacher.

Favorite TV show: ER. Noah
Wyle. of course!
How much time do you spend
on the phone everyday?: Half an
hour; because e-mail ts cheaper.
Favorite quote: "If anythtng can
go wrong, it will," because tl's true.

What color is the most common in your wardrobe?: Blue,
because it goes with almost everything.

Do you use an umbrella when
it rains?: Usually, because I hate
having wet clothes.

What is the most important
thing to have this school year?:
Sleep
tnfonnatoon ,.,.,.ted by Mana TrWisomo.
Pl>otc by len s.n,y

While in Madrid, Spain, senior Penny
Roxas was sightseeing for churches. She
saw a beautiful building that she thought
was a church. When she entered, she was
approached by a woman in a white robe.
The lady proceeded to tell her that she was
in a mental institution.
"I ran out scared," Roxas said of her funniest experience while in Spain
For Roxas and many other john Carroll
students, their education is not confined to
university life. Upperclass students have
the opportunity to travel across the globe
through Carroll's study abroad programs.
Roxasand sophomores Chnsunajacobs
and Alyce Cafaro traveled to S>alamaca,
Spain this past summer to study Spanish
grammar and culture.
The study abroad program the students
participated in is a six week program that
was held over the past summer.
"!There isl no way you could be fluent in
six weeks," RoKas said. "Maybe siK months
or a year though."
The girls spent their time in Spain with
a Spanish family.
"Staying with a Spanish family was one
of the best experiences and one of the best
ways to learn Spanish," said Roxas, who
stayed with a different family than jacobs
and Cafaro
"We became a part of the ir family,"jacobs
added
Being in Salamanca certa'inly had its
socia l benefits. The Plaza Mayor, which consists of several cafes, restaurants and
sourvemr shops, was a favonte hang out for
the students.
The sight of the Plaza Mayor at -nighl.
was the most gorgeous sight that Cafaro
saw during her time in Spain.
The discoteca !dance club] was also another popular place to attend. It was normal for the Spanish citizens togo out at 1:30
a.m. and not return until six or seven in the
morning. Each of the barsalsohadatheme,
from medieval to Cuban.
Beyond the nightlife, theexperienceprovided the students with the opportunity to
travel and explore Spain. For Roxas, traveling to Madrid was most exciting. She went
to El Prado, a musuem in Madrid that displayed works of art by Goya.
"! saw some of the most beautiful stuff
there," Roxas said.
An exciting experience was seeing the
running of the bulls in Pamplona, which is
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Open
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When in Spairt Do as the
Spainards do. Salamanca, Spain
is home to the Plaza Mayor, a
popular tourist and
entertainment site.
Above: Senior Penny Roxas
poses before the plaza's
splendid scenery.
Right Sophomores Alyce
Cafaro and Christina Jacobs
pose in front of the plaza on
their last morning in Spain.
non~ Madrid. This event only occurs
during one week each year.
"See ing the running of the bulls was awesome," jacobs said.
"Rather, seeing the horns wasfun,"Cafaro
added. "We really didn't see the bulls"
While in Pamplona,Jacobs and Cafaro
were in the midst of a political crisis. A
terrortist group known as Eta wanted to
break away from the country due to political turmoil.
Eta killed one of its hostages in Pamplona
the evening the girls were to attend a bullfight in the city. The bullfight was cancelled and riots ensued throughout the city
that evening. Luckily, jacobs and Cafaro
were not involved .
Travels were not exclusively in Spain.
Roxas traveled to the old city of Lisbon, the

Cafe'

ALL 10 'S ALL THE TtHE
'Ree A1JM3SS10N

capital of nearby Portuga l. While there, she
enjoyed some really good restaurants that
featured inexpensive yet "very good wine
and desserts."
Students interested in studying abroad
should see james Reed, Assitant to the Dean
for Study Abroad.
Reed, who studied abroad in
Mexico while he was attending
OhioState University, said that he
gets a great deal of satisfaction out
of his job here at JCU.
"I think th e excitement of seeing how returning students have
changed is the most gratifying part
of the job," Reed said.
Reed develops special relationships with th e students whom he
helps in the preparation for studying abroad .
"Every single student comes
back different," Reed said. "They
are more outgoing."
Students usually find studying
abroad gratifying.
"It helped us open our eyes and
see that the world is bigger than
the United States," Cafaro said.
"It is the best experience I've
had, because I've met people from
all over the world," Roxas said. "I
learned a culture and I lived in it."

W37 H 7H:JS ATJ
ODIOttl 10 PHt

*1204 Old River Road*

*771-8802*

To begin the process of inqui ring arout di scoveri ngotherpartsof
the world, students must attend a
study a/x.Jard informational meeting held on both Tuesdays and
Wednesdaysfrom3:00to3:50i n AD
room32.
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iHola Espafia!
]CU students study in Spain and run with the bulls
Robb Giambrone
Staff Reporter

Susanna DeiBalso
Year: Sophomore
Hometown: Chesterland, Ohio
What is the most exciting
thing that happened to you
this summer?: I went white water
raft1ng in Pennsylvania.
Are you glad to be back at
JCU?: Yes, but only to see friends
and to get away from the parents.
What is your favorite cheesy
movie out of the I 980s?: I 6
Candles, because it's great to see
how far fashion has come.
What are your most prized
possessions?: My friends, because
they are so much fun to be with.
Which class do you think will
be your favorite this semester?
World History, because I have a cool
teacher.
Favorite TV show: ER Noah
Wyle, of course!
How much time do you spend
on the phone everyday?: Half an
hou~ because e-mail is cheaper.
Favorite quote: "If anything can
go wrong. it will,'' because it's true .
What color is the most common in your wardrobe?: Blue,
because it goes with almost everything.
Do you use an umbrella when
it rains?: Usually, because I hate
having wet clothes.
What is the most important
thing to have this school year?:
Sleep
loforma1oOn C""l'dt.'<l b'f Mar~ T"""""""
Pl-oo\o b'f len Serer

While in Madrid, Spain, senior Penny
Roxas was sighrseemg for churches. She
saw a beautiful building that she thought
was a church. When she entered, she was
approached by a woman in a white robe.
The lady proceeded to tell her that she wa s
in a mental institution.
"I ran om scared,' Roxas said of her fun niest experience while in Spain.
For Roxas and many other john Carroll
students, their education is not confined to
university life. Upperclass st udems have
the opportunity to travel across the globe
through Carroll's study abroad programs.
Roxasand sophomores Chrisnnajacobs
and Alyce Cafaro traveled to S>alamaca,
Spain thi s past summer to study Spanish
grammar and culture.
The study abroad program the students
participated in is a six week program that
was held over the past summer.
"!There is! no way you could be fluent in
six weeks," Roxas said. "Maybe six months
or a year though."
The girls spent the ir time in Spain with
a Spa ni sh family.
"Staying with a Spa nish family was one
of the best experiences and one of the best
ways to learn Spanish," said Roxas, who
stayed with a different family than jacobs
and Cafaro.
"We became a partof theirfamily,"jacobs
added .
Being in Salamanca certa'i nly hi!d its
social benefits.The Plaza Mayor, which con sists of several cafes, restaurants and
sourvenir shops, was a favorite hang out fo r
the students.
The sight of the Plaza 1.14ayor at nigl\l.
was the most gorgeous sight that Cafaro
saw during her time in Spa in.
The discoteca Ida nee club! was also another popular place to attend. It was normal for the Spanish citizens togo out at 1:30
a.rn and not return until six or seven in the
morning. Each of the bars also had a theme,
from medieval to Cuban.
Beyond the nightlife,theexperienceprovided the students with the opportunity to
travel and explore Spain. For Roxas, traveling to Madrid was most exciting She went
to El Prado, a musuem in Madrid that displayed works of art by Goya.
"I saw some of the most beautiful stuff
there," Roxas said.
An exciting experience was seeing the
running of the bulls in Pamplona , which is
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When in Spain: Do as the

roove,
g

Spainards do. Salamanca, Spain
is home to the Plaza Mayor, a
popular tourist and
entertainment site.
Above: Senior Penny Roxas
poses before the plaza's
splendid scenery.
Right Sophomores Alyce
Cafaro and Christina Jacobs
pose in front of the plaza on
their last morning in Spain.

north-d Madrid. This event only occurs
during one week each year.
"Seei ng the running of the bulls was awesome," jacobs said.
"Rather,seeing the horns wasf un,"Cafaro
added. "We really didn't see the bulls."
While in Parnplona,jacobs and Cafaro
were in the midst of a political crisis. A
terrorrist group known as Eta wanted to
break away from the country due to political turmoil.
Eta killed one of its hostages in Pam plona
the evening the girls were to attend a bullfight in the city. The bullfight was cancelled and riots ensued throughout the city
that evening. Luckily, Jacobs and Cafaro
were not involved.
Travels we re not exclusively in Spain.
Roxas traveled to the old city of Lisbon, the

0 ol

Cafe'

ALL /0 'S ALL THE TIHE
capital of nearby Portuga I. While there, she
enjoyed some really good restaurants that
featured inexpensive yet "very good wine
and desserts."
Studems interested in studying abroad
should see james Reed,Assitant to the Dean
for Study Abroad.
Reed, who studied abroad in
Mexico while he was atte nding
Ohio State University, said that he
gets a great deal of satisfaction out
of his job here atjCU.
"l think the excitement of seeing how returning students have
changed is the most gratifying part
of the job,' Reed said.
Reed develops specia I relationships with the students whom he
helps in the preparation for studying abroad.
"Every single student comes
back different," Reed said. "They
are more outgoing."
Students usually find studying
abroad gratifying.
"It helped us open our eyes and
see that the world is bigger than
the United States," Cafaro said.
"It is the best experience I've
had, because I've met people from
all over the world,' Roxas said. "I
learned a culture and !lived in it."

To begin the process ofinquiri ngabout disco veri ngoth er parts of
the world , students must attend a
study aboard i nformationa I meeting held on both Tuesdays and
Wednesdaysfrom 3:00to350 in AD
room32.
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Coming Attractions
Stars from rock, folk ,and country music will
be performing a tribute concert 10 Jimmte
Rodgers on September 2l.lt tsacelebrationof
the lOOthanmversaryof the btrth ofRod'gers,a Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame Inductee, Country Mustc Hall of Fame Inductee, and the
Father of Country M'usic. Stars include Junior Brown, Lynyrd
Skynyrd, Iris DeMent and many more. A jamboree will be held
early on September20at theOdeon and the tribute concert will be
perfarmed laterthat nightatSeverance Hall. For more information
or 10 order tickets, call (216) 241-5555 or (800) 493-ROLL.

Concerts

Bill Cosby tscomingtotowntoperformatthe
Palace Theatre on Sunday, September 29.
There will be two performances at 3 and 7
P.M Tickets cost $42.50 and $32.50, so don't miss out on this
opportunity for some great laughs. Tickets are available at the
Playhouse Square box office or you can charge by phone at (216)
241-6000.

Theatre

'Autumn Evenings' is now being presented
at The Cleveland Museum of Art. This new
program offered every Wednesday and
Fnday evening allows you to enjoy a cultural evening of dining,
hearing live music in the mdoor garden court, taking in a feature
film or strolling through the galleries enjoying the various works
of art being shown by the museum. Also being offered by the
Museum is the monthly Young Friends Fourth Fridayfeaturinga
coffee and wine bar with live music in the indoor garden court.
Both of these programs area uniqueopponunityfor meeting new
and interesting people. For more information,call (216) 421 -7340,
ext. 464.

, Museums

The Cleveland Museum of Natural History
presents The Explorer Series. On Friday,
September 26at 8 p.m. a lecture will be given
by Laurie Marker who has worked with cheetahs, an endangered
species, for over 20 years. She will discuss her quest for the
preservation of the African Plains' cheetah. Then on Saturday,
September 27, seven cats, including a cheetah, ocelot, and lynx
will be on display and another lecture will be given on how people
can help save these wild animals from extinction.

Animals

Co ming Attractions were compiled by Colleen Leslie,
Entertawment Editor.
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TV Premiere Week

]ohes and America's Fu11niest
Home Videos.'

Networks kick off new fall shows
Sarah Furey
Staff Reporter

fall brings with it changmg
leaves, changing dorms, changing
classes and changing television
schedules. The new season, which
begins this week, features new comedies and dramas about relationshtps, men of the cloth, cute kids
and life on the streets.
ABC's new programs include
Dharma and Greg, the story of an
unlikely romance between a yoga
instructor Qenna Elfman) and a
U.S. attorney (Thomas Gibson).
The show, which airs on Wednesday nights at 8:30p.m., will be a
lighthearted sitcom.
Also coming to ABC is Nothing
Sacred,adramaabout a priest from
the inner city struggling to keep a
poverty-stricken, corrupt parish
afloat in the 90s. The series stars
Kevin Anderson (Sleeping With the
Enemy) as Father Ray, and will air
on Thursdays at 8:00pm.
The li st of other stars featured
in ABC shows will include Kevin
Nealon and Richard Lewis (HLI!er
and Diller), Dan Akroyd (Soul
Man) and Annie Potts and Tim
Curry (Over the Top).
Tony Danza return s tothesrn.all
screen on NBC's The Tony Danza
Show,airingat8:00p.m.on Wednesdays. This time around he is a sports
reporter in New York coping with
separation from his w ife .
The Cleveland area has another
star on the horizon, as Sarah
Knowlton of Shaker Heights costars with Fred Savage in the new
NBC comedy Workingon Wednes-

days at 9:30p.m.
Sci-fi fans will enjoy Sleepwalkers, (Saturday nights at
9:00p.m. on NBC), an hour-long
drama about scientists w hostudy
dreams and their effect on the
real world. Also notable is jenny
starring MTV personality jenny
McCarthy, airing Sundays at
8:30p.m.
Perennial ratings basement
dweller CBS tries to bounce back
this fall with big stars and cute
kids. On Tuesdaysat9:30p.m. Bob
Newhart and judd Hirsch will
star in George and Leo, with
Newhart as a bookstore owner
and Hirschas his bad newsroommate. After an unsu ccessful
movie career, David Caruso
(NYPD Blue) stars as an ex-cop
who is now a prosecuting attorney in Michael Hayes, on Tuesdays at 9:00p.m. Meego(Fridays
at 8:30p.m.) features Bronson
Pinchotasanalien. Heliveswith
jonathan Lipnicki, who played
Ray, the adorable kid in jerry

The new fall line-ups feature
old stars,such as Bob Newhart and
Tony Danza, and rising stars such
as Jonathan Lipnicki. If it's comedtes, dramas or news shows you
want, you can bet you'll find something new every night of the week.
So, curl up with a blanket and a
bowl of popcorn and watch 'em.

Maguire.
The fox network, known for
such hour longdramasas Beverly
Hills.90210 and PartyofFi veadds
another to the list with the hardhitting 413 Hope St. This serious
drama about life on the c ity
streets was created by Damon
Wayans and will air Thursdays
at 9:00p.m.
James Brown of Fox NFL Sunday will host World's Funniest ...
on Sundays at 7:00p.m., a show
that looks an awful lot like across
between Bloopers and Practical

NewFaiiShows:ABC features
Dharma and Greg, Security
and Over the Top among

other shows starting off the
fall premiere week

<t:1 .~ #J
Classes starting
September 29!!
*unlimited
extra help
with our GRE
experts
*all practice
exams with
computer
scored feedback
Call now
to enroll!!

ENTERTAINMENT
Mcx:lern version of King Lear opens tomorrow Puttin'
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Tania Meola
Staff Reporter
Touchstone Picture's drama A
Tlwusand Acn·s, is based on the
1991 Pulitzer Prize-winning book
by jane Smiley. The movie teams
Midlelle Pfeifer,jessica Lange, and
jennifer jason Leigh as the three
sisters who bring this best-selling
novel to the big screen.
A Thousand Acres tells the
story of the Cook family and their
kingdom--a farm thatspansl,OOO
acres. The father, portrayed by
jason Robards, impulsively decides to divide the fertile farm
between hi s three daughters.
The distribution of the land
bri ngs on ter rible consequences •A Thousand Acres": Jessica Lange (left), Michelle Pfeiffer (center),
that divide the family and force and Jennifer Jason Leigh (right) star as three sisters whose father
them to deal with the tru th about tries to divide his 100-year-old farm among them.
themselves and each other.
Inspired by Shakespeare'sKi ng several farms in lllinois. Some many Oscar nominations andreLear, Sm iley's story is told from filming was done in Los Angeles centlystarred in theromanticcomthe point of view of the daugh- in order to create mutable sets
edy One Fine Day with George
ters, giving it a different outlook where walls could be changed to Clooney.
and turning it into A Thousand accommodate film needs.
jessica Lange won 1he a cad em y
Acres.
Even the costume designer cre- Award for Best Actress in 1995 for
The complex levels o£ emotion ated an authentic wardrobe that
Blue Shy. Lange has also received
that swi rl through Smi ley's mod- represents the clothing worn in a many other awards and distincern rendition of Ki ng Lear adds sma ll-town farming community. tions.
powerful layers to the film . The You won't be seeing the actresses
jennifer jason Leigh is known
movie is based on several themes, dressed in glamorous clothes in for the vivid characters she has crewhich include power versus love, this film . lnstead,t heyspendquite
ated fora wide variety of films. She
different generatio ns, the old a bit of the film in ou tfits that
won the New York Film Critics'
handing down of power to the carne from Wai-Martandcost less
Circle's Best Actress Award for her
young, and how destructive that than $50. Sorry Michelle Pfiefer,
portrayal of a troubled singer in
relationship can be.
no Hollywood glitz for you in this Georgia.
The sens itive material made it one, but somehow you still manLeading actor jason Robards is
a difficult project to bring to the aged to shine.
also an Oscar winner.
screen. It took six years to see this
The film's three leading acA Thousand Acres promises to
film through.
tresses are some of Hollywood 's be a box office hi t. It opens at theThe story is set in Iowa, but most popular stars.
atres across the nation tomorrow.
most of the filming took place on
Mi chelle Pfiefer has earned Go see it for yourself!
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On the Hitz

A Review of the music that means the most to you

My Love,' and 'Light As the
Breezes." Even though ldidn'lrecognize the songs, I still enjoyed
them because they were fresh. It
seems likeforever since joel has
come out with a new song
Some of his most well known
songs that are featured here are
'We Didn't Start the Fire,' a song
that seems to sum up the tragic
and dramatic history of the
world, 'Lullaby (Goodmght, My
Angel),' the song dedtcated to his
u.J,ml>oR«<«Jo daughter, and "The River of
Dreams', the hit song from hts last
Billy joel
CD.
Greatest Hits Volume ll1
GreatestHit VolumeiHwasjust
as much fun to listen to as Vol0000
umes I and II were. joel mixes up
the music by combining some of
As soon as I heard tha t Billy his harder 1unes with his softer
joel, my favoritesingerof all time, ones.
had come out with a new CD, I
My only hopeaf ter hearing this
knew I just had to have it.
CD is that joel decides to stan tourIt seems like no matter what ing again. After the last CD came
song Joel comes out with, it al- out he said he was going to stop
ways ends up as a hit. (Of course, touring. Maybe the success that is
it is not like I have an unbiased sure to come from this latest work
opinion on the matter.) Fans just will encourage him to come back
seem to love his singing along to the stage.
with the unique topics he chooses
-Colleen Leslie
to sing about
Entertainment Editor
listening to Billy joel's GreatMusic Rating System
est Hits Volume III, I recognized
almost all the songs. Unfortu. 0 Complete waste of time
nately, and ironically, there were
some songs included that I had
never heard before. I found this to
be a strange concept for a greatest
hits CD.
Some of the newer songs include 'Baby Grand,' a duet with
Ray Charles. "To Make You Feel

0 0

Barely listenable

0 0 0

Okay

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

Good tunes
Excellent

ATTENTION ALL UNIORs
THE JCU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION WANTS YOU
We've begun a new program this year: The Student Leaders' Forum.
In this program we offer an opportunity for two current students to fill ex-officio seats on the Alumni

Board , to provide our Alumni insight into what is happening on campus. It is also an excellent
opportunity to network with successful alumni as they plan the future at Carroll.
Please bring this completed application, along with your answer to the question below, to the
Alumni Office by Sept. 30th.
r----------------------------------------------------~

Name:
-----------------------------------Address:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
OnCmmp~Pbone~---------------------

Question: What can the Alumni Association do to
help the Student Body at John Carroll?
1-800-KAP-TEST
www. k \a pi an. corn

Return to: Alumni Office
2nd Floor, Lombardo Student Center

L--------------------~l~~---------------------· .1

--
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Coming Attractions
Stars£ rom rock, folk, and country music will
be performmg a tribute concert to Jimmie
Rodgers on September 21. It isacelebrationof
the IOOth annive rsary of the birth of Rodgers,a Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame Inductee, Country Music Hall of Fame Inductee, and the
Father of Count ry Music. Sta rs include junior Brown, Lynyrd
Skynyrd, Ins DeMen t and many more. A jamboree will be held
early on September 20at theOdeon and the tribute concert will be
performed later that night at Severance Hall Form ore mformation
or w order tickets, cal l (216) 241 -5555 or (800) 493-ROLL.

Concerts

Bill Cosby iscomingtotown tO perform althe
Palace Theatre on Sunda y, September 29.
There will be two performances at 3 and 7
P.M. Tickets cosr $42.50 and $32.50, so don't miss out on this
opportunity for some great laughs. Tickets are available at the
Pia yhousc Square box office or you can charge by phone at (216)
241-6000.

Theatre

"Autumn Evenings" is now being presented
at The Cleveland Museum of Art. This new
program offered every Wednesday and
Friday evening allows you to enjoy a cultural evening of dining,
hearing hve music in the indoor garden court, taking in a feature
film or strolling through the galleries enjoying the various works
of art being shown by the museum . Also being offered by the
Museum is the monthly Young Friends Fourth Fridayfeaturinga
coffee and wine bar with live music in the indoor garden court.
Both of these programs area uniqueopportunity for mee ting new
and interesting people. For more information,call (216) 421-7340,
ext. 464.

Museums

The Cleve land Museum of Natural History
presents The Explorer Series. On Friday,
September 26at8 p.m . a lecture will be given
by Laurie Marker who has worked with cheeta hs, an endangered
species. for over 20 years. She will discuss her quest for the
preservation of the African Plains' cheetah. Then on Saturday,
September 27, seven cats, including a cheetah, ocelot, and lynx
wil I beondisplayandanother lecture willbegivenon how people
ca n hel p save these wild animals from extinction.

Animals

Co ming Attractions were com pi led by Colleen Leslie,
Entertainment Editor.
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TV Premiere Week

jokes and America's Funniest
Home Videos.'

Networks kick off new jail shows
Sarah Furey
Staff Reporter

Fall brings with it changing
leaves, changing dorms, changing
classes and changing telev1sion
schedules. The new season, which
begins this week,feat ures new comedies and dramas about relattonships, men of the cloth, cute kids
and life on the streets.
ABC's new programs include
Dharma and Greg, the story of an
unlikely romance between a yoga
instructor (Jenna Elf man) and a
U.S. attorney (T homas Gibson).
The show, which airs on Wednesday nights at 8:30p.m., will be a
lighthearted sitcom.
Alsc coming to ABC is Nothing
Sacred,adramaabout a priest from
the inner city struggling to keep a
poverty-stricken, corrupt parish
afloat in the 90s. The series stars
Kevin Anderscn(Sieeping With the
Enemy)as Father Ray, and will air
on Thursdays at 8:00p.m.
The list of other stars featured
in ABC shows will include Kevin
Nealon and Richard Lewis (Hiller
and Dill er), Dan Akroyd (So ul
Man) and Ann ie Pous and Tim
Curry (Over th e Top).
Tony Danza returns tothesm.all
sc reen on NBC's The Tony Danza
5how,airingat8:00p.m.on Wednesdays. This timearound he is a sportS
reporte r in New York copi ng with
separat ion from his wife.
The Cleveland area has another
star on the horizon, as Sarah
Knowlton of Shaker Heights costars with Fred Savage in the new
NBC comedy Wo rking on Wed nes-

days at 9:30pm.
Sci-fi fans wi II enjoy 51 ee pwalhers, (Saturday nights at
9:00p.m. on NBC), an hour-long
dramaaboutscientistswhostudy
dreams and their effect on the
real world. Also notable is j enny
starring MTV personality jenny
McCarthy, airing Sundays at
8:30p.m.
Perennial ratings basement
dweller CBS tr ies to bounce back
this fall with big stars and cute
kids. On Tuesdays at 9:30p.m. Bob
Newhart and judd Hirsc h will
sta r in George and Leo, with
Newhart as a bookstore owner
and Hirschas his bad newsroomma te. After an unsuccessful
movie career, David Caruso
(NYPD Blue) stars as an ex-cop
who is now a prosecuting attorney in Michael Hayes, on Tuesdays at 9:00p.m. Meego(Fridays
at 8:30p.m.) features Bron son
Pinchotasanalien. Heliveswith
jonathan Lipnicki, who played
Ray, the adorable kid in jerry

The new fall line-ups feature
old stars, such as Bob Newhart and
Tony Danza, and nsing stars sue h
as jonathan Lipnicki. lf it's comedtes, dramas or news shows you
want, you can bet you'll find scmething new every night of the week.
So, curl up with a blanket and a
bowl of popcorn and watch 'em.

Maguire.
The Fox network, known for
such hour longdramasas Beverly
Hi lls,90210 and Partyo]Fiveadds
another to the list with the hardhitting 413 Hope St. This serious
drama about life on the city
streets wa s created by Damo n
Waya ns and will air Th ursdays
at 9:00p.m.
james Brown of Fox NFL Sun day will host Wo rld's Funniest...
on Sundays at 7:00p.m., a show
that looks an awful lot like across
between Bloopers and Pract ical

NewFall Shows: ABC features
Dharma and Greg, Security
and Over the Top among
other shows starting off the
fall premiere week.

<€1 ;j #f
Classes starting
September 29!!
*unlimited
extra help
with our GRE
experts
*all practice
exams with
computer
scored feedback
Call now
to enroll!!

ENTERTAINMENT
Mcx:lern version of King Lear opens tomorrow Puttin'
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On the Hitz

A Review of the music that means the most to you

Tania Meola
Staff Reporter

Touchstone Picture's drama A
Thousand Acres, is based on the
1991 Pu litzer Prize-winning book
by J ane Sm iley. The movie teams
Michelle Pfeifer,Jessica Lange ,a nd
Jenn ifer Jason Leigh as the three
sisters who bring this best-selling
novelw the big sc reen.
A Thou and Acres tells th e
story of the Cook family and their
kmgdom--a farm that spans 1,000
acres. Th e father, portrayed by
Jason Robards, impulsively decides to divide the fertile far m
between his th ree daughters.
The di stribution of the land
brings on ter rible consequences •A Thousand Acres": Jessica Lange (left), Michelle Pfeiffer (center),
th at divide the family and force and Jennifer Jason Leigh (right) star as three sist ers who se father
them to dea l with the truth about tries to divide his 100-year-old farm among them.
them set ves and each other.
Inspired by Shakespeare's Ki ng severa l farm s in Jllinois. Some
many Oscar nominations andreLear, Smiley's story is told from film ing was done in Los Angeles cently starred in the romantic comth e point of view of the daugh- in order to create mutable sets
edy One Fine Day wtth George
te rs, giving it a d ifferent outlook where wall s could be c hanged to
Clooney.
a nd turn ing it into A Thou sand accommodate film needs.
Jessica Lange won the academy
Acres.
Even the cost umedesign ercre- Award for Best Actress in L995 for
The complex levels of emotion ated an authentic wardrobe that
Blue Sky. Lange has also received
tha t swirl through Smiley's mod- represe nts the cloth ing worn in a
many other awards and distincern rendition of King Lear adds small-town farming community.
tio ns.
powerful layers to the fil m. The You won't be seei ng the actresses
j enn ifer Jason Leigh is known
movie is based on several themes, dressed in glamorous clothes in
for the vivid c haracters she hascrewhic h mclude power vers us love, this film. Instead, they spend quite
ated fo r a wide variety of films . She
differen t ge nerations, the old a bit of the fil m in outfits that
won the New York Film Critics'
handing down of power to the came from Wal-Martandcostless
Circle's Best Actress Award for her
young, and how destructive that than $50. Sorry Michelle Pfiefer,
portrayal of a troubled singer in
relationship can be.
no Hollywood glitz for you in this Georgia.
The sensitive material made it one, but some how you still manLeading actor Jason Robards is
a diffi cult project to bring to the aged to shine.
also an Oscar winner.
screen. It took six years to see this
The film 's three leading acA Thousand Acres promises to
film through .
tresses are some of Hollywood's be a box office hit. It opens a1 theT he story is se t in Iowa, b ut most popular stars.
atres across 1he nation tomorrow.
most of the filming took place on
Mic helle Pf tefer ha s ea rn ed Go see it for yourself!

My Love," and "Ligh t As the
Breezes.' Even thoughldidn'trecognize the songs. I still enjoyed
them because they were fresh. It
seems like forever si nee joel has
come out with a new song
Some of his most well known
songs tha t are feat ured here are
"We Didn't Start the Fire," a song
that seems to sum up the nagic
and dramatic history of the
wo rld, 'Lullaby (Good ntght, My
AngeD,"the song dedicated to his
U>lomb•R-ro. daughter, and 'The Rrver of
Dreams", the hit song from his last
Billy Joel
CD
Greatest Hits Volume ll/
G rea test Hi! Volume Ill was just
as much fun to listen to as Vol0000
umes I an d 11 were. joel mixes up
the music by combi ning some of
As soon as 1 heard that Billy his harder tunes with his softer
joel,myfavoritesingerof all time, ones
had come out with a new CD, I
My only hope afte r hearing this
knew I just had to have it.
CD is tha tjoel deetdes to stan tourIt seems like no matter what ing again. After the last CD came
song joel comes out with , it al- out he said he was going to stop
ways ends up as a hit. (Of co urse, touring. Maybe the success tha t is
it is not like 1 have an unbiased sure to come from this latest work
opinion on the matter.) Fans just will encourage him to come back
seem to love his singing along to the stage.
with the umque topics he chooses
-Co lleen Leslie
to sing about.
Entertainment Editor
Listening to Billy Joel's GreatMusic Rating System
est Hits Vo lume Ill, I recognized
almost all the songs. Unfortu·0 omplcte waste of time
nately, and ironically, there were
some songs included that I had
never heard before. I found this to
be a su a nge conce pt for a greatest
hits CD.
So me of the newer songs include 'Baby Grand," a duet with
Ray Charles, 'To Make You Feel

0 0

Barely listenable

000 Okay
0 0 0 0 Good tunes
0 0 0 0 0
Excellent

A11ENTION ALL UNIORs
THE JCU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION WANTS YOU
We've begun a new program this year: The Student Leaders' Forum.
In this program we offer an opportunity for two current students to fill ex-officio seats on the Alumni
Board , to provide our Alumni insight into what is happening on campus. It is also an excellent

opportunity to network with successful alumni as they plan the future at Carroll.
Please bring this oompleted application, along with your answer to the question below, to the
Alumni Office by Sept. 30th.
~----------------------------------------------------,
Nrune:_________________________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
On Campus Phone ~Po_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Question: What can the Alumni Association do to
help the Student Body at John Carroll?
1-800-KAP-TEST
w w w. k ,a pI a n . corn

Return to: Alumni Office
2nd Floor, Lombardo Student Center

L--------------------~1~~~---------------------~
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Cavs do little
to help selves
The Chicago Bulls re-signed
Michael jordan. The ew York
Knicks re-signed Patrick Ewing.
It 's important to keep your bigname free agents.
The Cleveland Cavaliers, however, couldn't, losmg Bobby Ph ills
and
Chris
Mills.
The next
move then was
to go a[ ter [ ree
agents who,
while maybe
not spectacular. are solid.
Brtan Grant
and Rick Fox,
CDMMENrARY h o w e v e r ,
Brian Murphy spurned the
- - - - - - Cavs.Grantaccepted
a
sligh tly inferior offer from the
Portland Trailblazers because he
feluhat they have a better chance
of winning and Fox chose the Los
Angeles Lakers to be close to the
bright lights of Hollywcxxl.
The Cavs cou ldn't pull oH a
trade either. They could have acquired a gcxxl, young big man m
Eri ck Dampier and a solid reserve
in Duane Ferrell from Indiana for
Chris Mills. But somehow that
trade slipped through the cracks
and Ind iana dealt the two to
Golden State for Chris Mullin.
Thus, theCavs' biggest off -season reward was Shawnelle Scott
and !don't mean because he's6-ll
and weighs 250 pounds. He was
their only free agent signing. A
guy who got to know the end of
the bench and his warm-ups betrer rha n N BA ha rdwood las t yea r
was the best the Cavscould do.
Unless, of course,youcount the
re-signing of head coach Mike
Fratello. But when that's the biggest news an organization with
multiple means at its disposal can
muster, well, don't look form uch.
That, though, is the state of the
Cavs. Re-stgning a head coach
who's done a fine job is the biggest
news they could muster.
Yes, it was key. Fra tello has
done wonders wtth the hand he's
been dealt. He's assessed the situation and taken the necessary
steps 10 win . The slow, grind-itout tempo doesn't please fans, but
it has produced more victories
than the personnel would indicate.
Is Fratello's style of play a reason players hun Cleveland? Probably. But keep in mind that
frarcllo had one of the game's most
potent offenses while 111 Atlanta.
It helps to have Dominique
Wilkins an d Moses Malone,
among others, on the court. Give
him the proper people and Fratello
would jump at the chance to
change styles.
He's go11en a stan in Derek
Anderson and Brcvin Knight, both
acquired through the draft. But
both are quest ion ma rks as
Anderson's knees are iffy and everybody still is n01 sold on Knight
being an NBA point guard.
Teamed with players like
Terrell Brandon. Bob Sura, and
Tyrone Hill, however, Anderson
and Kntght could, tf they prove to
be healthy and of NBA-cahber,
become a part of the httle Italian
general's offensive revolution.
But don't hold your breath for
the upcoming season because the
Cavs lost much more than they
gained. Fratello,a bench-warmer,
and two rookies can only do so
much.
Like hope fora little more help.

Catching on
Mark Boleky
Assistant Sports Editor
For john Priesr a p and josh
McDaniels, their w illingness to
change has been their greatest asset to this year's john Carroll Umversity football team .
Both are wide receivers on this
year's squad. But the pair also
shares anot her note on their resume, with both having been recruited by JCU as quarterbacks.
Pries tap, a junior, and McDaniels,
a sophomore, each registered storied careers as their high school's
signal callers, but have accepted
the move to pass catcher.
'I want to do whatever they
want," sa id Priestap. "I was hoping they would have big plans for
me. I have big plans form yself."
So far this season, Priestap has
fulfilled any and all plans heldfor
him. In the openerrwo weeks ago
againstGannon,he had six catches
for 125 yards and a touchdown.
Becoming the Streaks' leading
receiver is a long way from his days
as a three-year starting quarterback at Gabriel Ric hard High
School in Ann Arbor, Mich.
After being recruited byCarroll
for two years, Pries tap became the
sta rti ngjunior varsity quarterback
in 1994, his freshman year. He
liked the school and program, but
wasn't completely satisfied with
his play at the new sett ing.
"Whe n I was playing in prep
sc hool, l envisioned playing at Division I-A Aor Ivy League,"hesaid.
"My confidence was a little low
when I came here. The new system was a change, but I enjoyed it
nd the uy t mendous y.•
An elbow injury eaused a
redshirt season in 1995. That setback, along with the rapid development of Nick Caserio at quarte rback, essentially put an end to
the throwing days of Priestap
Hecame back toplayforjCUin
1996, and app roached the coaches
with a pro]X>Sition to try out for
wide receiver. "He had always had
great hands, but he didn 't really
strike me as that," said wide receivers coach Greg Debeljak.
Priesrap slimmed down to below 200 pounds, and started everygamelastyearatsplitend. His
play improved each game leading
up to the finale against Baldwin-

Wallace, when hecaughtsix balls
for ll3 yards and a touchdown
Currently in his year of development and adjustment is
McDaniels,still getting used to lining up wide instead of behind center. Ltke Priestap, he came tojCU
with every intention of playing
quarterback. He reconsidered his
plansaf ter afresh man season that

Priestap:
Made the
move to wide
receiver from
quarterback
last season.

McDaniels:
Trying this year
to duplicate
the move
Priestap made.

frustrated him, despite being the
varsity backuptoCaserio, who established himself as the starter.
"I wanted 10 take a year off a nd
see if I missed it," said McDaniels.
McDanielsdid that, which gave
him time to consider if he wanted
to play again in a lesser role. He
was used to being the starter, as
well as the sta r. He was an AllOhio quarterback his senior year
while leading hi s Canton
McKinley High School team to the
semifinals of the state playoffs.
son, t
e ire to
After a
be a part of thejCU team won out,
and hesoughta new position. His
quick feet and understanding of
the passing game made wide receiver an easy pick. "1 thought he
could playreceiver,"Sllid Debeljak.
"Josh is probably the most intelligent player on our team, footballwise. He sees the big picture better than anybody."
Debeljak, who himself played
both quarterback and wide receiver atJCU from 1984-87, sees a
good football mind to be a major
strength for both Priestap and
McDaniels.
"There are times when [Caseriol
and lareon the same page , and no

erc_·raiV
Small Prices
1bp rums. tatakia Oakn
'WW 60's B-7f1s ltettu
~

*Cias* NowJttes
*C<d r~strll
*'htal Clewhnl's Jest fCf{ Sttn
• • • • • • • • • We Buy Old Toys• • • • • • • • •
liU Coverrtry toad
Clevelartd Heights, Ohio #111
(!16) '71~4FUN (4$86J

II
---------r--------$2.00 OFF 1

Any Cool Regular- 1
Priced T· Shirt
I

Offer valid on~ with coupon :
Limit one per customer. I
Offer expires 1Q-15-97.

100/o OFF

Any Purchase

~ ~alid on~ with coupon
umrt one per customer.
Offer expires 1Q-15-97.
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One goal, one win
Mike Scott
Sports Reporter
Some say the true heart of a
team comes out in its ability to
win close games.
In that case, the john Carroll
University men's soccer team
started to show its soul last
week.
After coming off two narrow losses from the previous
week, freshman defender Jared
Huelsman exclaimed his relief,
"We finally managed to win a
one-goal game."
The Blue Streaks split their
two games this week, and with
a l-0 victory over Case Western Reserve University, they
picked up their first win of the
season. The Streaks also lost
a nother close game th is weekend , falling to Penn StateBehrend, 3-1.
Leading the way all week
was junior forward Jon Bowman . Bowman scored the
game's lone goal on Tuesday
against CWRU, and he also
netted JCU's only goal on Saturday at PSU-Behrend.
The team is st ill having serious problemsclosing out games
and most of the ir losses seem
to come in games they could
have won. "Even though we're
1-3, l think we could just as easily be 3-l,"said head coac h Ali
Kazemaini. "Almost all of the
goals scored on us have bee n
fluky, cheap goals t hat could
have gone our way.
"I think that the breaks will
eventually start to go our way."
Thefreshmenareplayingan
ever increasing role for the
team , with a number of
lettermen sitting down in favor of the younger players.
Kazemaini sees the newcomone else can understand why," said
Priestap. "Now I know what the
coaches wanted me to look for
when I was a quarterback."
Both Priestap and McDaniels
have experienced both positions
for the Streaks, and both feel they
havemadetherightdecisi on. They
now focus on helping the team as
pan of the receiver rotation .
Pr iestap is especially enjoying
his role now. He likes the lower-

ers as an tmportant part of this
year'ssuccess,as well as keys to
the future.
"l think that just about all of
o ur freshmen will continue to
receive ample playing time,"
Kazemaini said. "Right now
four or five are starting and I
think that number will fluctuate throughout the year. We are
still in a tinkering stage."
One of the rookie contributors is Huelsman and when
asked about the team's im provement in specific areas, he
said, "We're starting to work the
o utsides better, and hopefully
we're starting to gel as a team."
The Streaks are about to start
the meat of their schedule.
Ohio Athletic Conference play
begi ns this weekend withjCU
facing off against MuskiRgum
in the home opener.
The men's soccer team will
play only five home games this
season , due in large part to the
fact that Wasmer Field is an
astroturf surface. The men do
not get to practice on the field
during the week since the football team uses it, and therefore
the coaches tend to schedule
most of the games on the road .
The team also traveled to
Wooster for a non-conference
match yesterday.
This week may mark the
first time that the soccer ream
has played on the front lawn of
the campus. More than large
enough to accommodate a full
field ,JCU may opt to play some
of its games there this year.
"I think it's agreat idea, since
we pract ice on grass all week,"
said sophomore mid fielder jeb
Schmi tt. "It only makes sense
tbatweplayourgamesongrass
as well ."

Scaffidi stars for
women's soccer
Bob McCarthy
Sports Reporter
The youth of the john Carroll
University women's soccer team
continued to shine while notching victories in two of the three
games played last week
Coming off a loss at the hands
of Edinboro, the Blue St reaks rebounded behind a total team effort and soared to a 4-1 victory at
Geneva College last Wednesday.
Fourd Jfferem players scored in
the victory. "We have a lot of talen ted players and everyone contributed to th e win," head coach
Tracy Blasius said.
Carroll went head-to- head
with Penn State Unive rsityBehrend in the annua l PSUBehrend soccer tournament last
Sa turday. Despite JUmping out to
an early lead behind two goals
from freshman julie Scaffid i, the
Streaks were unable to ma intain
the lead, los ing 3-2.
Even though j CU could not
hold the early lead, it still showed
much
offensive
promise,
outshooting PSU-Behrend, 18-6.
"We are getting the offense rogether and it 's basically a matter
of them growing more comfortable ," Blasius sa id .
In the tournament 's second
round,JCU took on Frostburg St.,
which defeated Baldwin-Wallace
in its openi ng round contest. JCU
blanked FrostburgSt.,2-0,behind
a not her goa land assist by Scaffidi
ancl.a tremendousdefensive effort.

pressure position and has found
he has more fun at practice. He
flatly admits,"[ don't miss quarterback at all."
McDaniels, though, can't quite
get the thoughts of being the of fensive general our of his minds.
The thirst is still there to be throwing, but he knows the best way he
can hel p the team is catch ing.
"I'll play wherever they want. I
just want to be on the field ."

formanceof rheseason ,especially
on defense," Blasius said.
Freshman goalie Samantha
Som mer teamed with sophomore
MauraGanotonotchtheshutout.
"Samantha has been a pleasant
surprise,"Blasiussaid. "S heseems
to be gett111g more comfortable 111
the net with each game."
Scaffidi was named the
tournament'smostvaluableplayer.
She totaled three goals and an assist in the two games. She also had
a goal against Geneva.
In the other half of the tournament bracket, BW knocked off
PSU-Behrend, thus putting JCU
and BW in a first place tie. JCU
won the goal differential tie
breakertocaptureitsfirsttournament ti tle.
"T his is the first nme th at they
have accomplished something of
thismagnitude ," Blasiussaid. "Everyone is excited and it will do
wonders for the team's morale."
Wit h a boost in confidenc e, the
Streaks look rocontinuetheir winnmg ways as they prepare for a
challenging week. Yesterday in its
homeopene rJC U took on TheCollege of Wooster, currently the
nation's 14th ranked Division lU
team. Conference play kicks off
Saturday in Marietta.
"I've been tryi ng to get the players to believe in them selves all
year," Blasius said. "Winning the
PSU-Behrend tournament will
help them believe in themselves
and make them rea lize what they

SENSATIONAL SCAFFIDI - Fresh rna n forward
Julie Scaffidi ranks among the OAC's top five
women's soccer scorers With five goals and one
assist. ... Senior Shannon Sullivan needsonlyeight
more goals and lO more ]X>ints to become the
school's career leader in those ca tegories .... Freshman mid fielder Rebecca Misencik scored the first
goal of her collegiate career in a 4-1 victory over
Geneva. In three games last week, she had a pair of
goalsandanassist. .. . FreshmanSamanthaSommer
leadsOACgoalkeepers with a .6goalsaga111st average .... Freshmen or first year players make up half
of the women's soccer team's roster There are on! y
three seniors on the roster and only six starters
returned. . .. The women's soccer program has
made theOAC playoffsonlyonce in eight seasons,
doing so in 1992.
NEWKIDSONTHE BLOO<- Sophomore kicker
Mike Henry connected on a 33-yard field goal in
the first quarter of the vtetory over Gannon . . ..
Sophomore free safety Tom Rini, a transfer from
Villanova, had eight tackles and an interception,
which he returned l3 yards, against Gannon in his
first Blue Streak action .... The Blue Streak defense
has ranked among 1he top 25 Division Ill teams in
total defense six times in the pastiO years.
POLAR BEARS UP NEXT- The JCU football
team will take on the Ohio Northern Polar Bears
Saturday at Wasmer Field beginning at 1:30 p.m.
Last year,JCU whalloped ONU, 52-0, in Ada. But
ONU is coming off a 55-0 shallacking of Bluffton
last week.
JCU, which has defeated ONU eight consecutive times, was idle this past weekend. 'Without a
game to specifically prepare for last week, we were
able to devote time toward correcting the mistakes
we made in our first game,' JCU head coac h Tony
DeCarlo said.

(Papa's hot Delivery)
When you1ve got pizza on your nund,
get Papa on the phone. Papa John's will deliver
your favorite pizza - hot and fresh. And, as
always, we'll include our special garlic sauce and
pepperoncinis, too - all at no extra

POSITIONSAVAD..ABLE:

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

SERVERS & BARTENDERS

Requirements:

rost! And if you're really hungry, ask about
our cheesesticks and bread-sticks! They
make the perfect pizza even better!
Perfect Pizza.Perfect Price. Everyday.

691-1982

•
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:
:

John Carroll University Student Special
Large OneTopping

:
:

I

$6.99

:

DEUVERED!
Expires October 5, 1997

I

Maylield Country aub

:

1545 Sheridan Road
South Euclid

I

381~

Bnan Murphy

HTS.
14404 CEDAR RD.

NOW lllRING FUll... AND PART TIME STAFF FOR
YEAR ROUND AND SEASONAL EMPLOYMENT.

Must have a POSmVE ATITfUDE and the
WllllNGNESS to WORK and HAVE FUN!
Apply in persoo at:

HODGEPODGE- ThejCU football team is
ranked 18th by the USA ill Football weekly national poll. ... JCU ts 29-7 at home m conference
games since 1989.... Under DeCarlo,JCU is 652-2 when scoring 20 points or more .... juntor
quarterback Nick Caserio ts 15-2-2 as a Blue
Streak starter. . . . junior john Priestap has
caught a pass in 10 straight games.
TOPS IN THE OAC- Senior Lori Hammer is
first in the OAC with 5.3 digs per game and
second with 3. 16 kills per game. She moved into
thtrd place onjCU's all-time career dtg list this
past weekend.
Senior Pam Jimison ranks
second in the OAC with 519 d1gs per game.
Freshman Marcy Reblin is tenth in the OAC
with .44 serving aces per game.
IT'S ACADEMIC- ThejCU volleyball team
ha received the American Volleyball Coaches
Association (AVCA) Team Academic Award for
the third co nsecutive year. The Blue Streaks
were one of 18 NCAA Division Ill schools to
receive the award, which recognizes teams that
display excellence in the classroom by maintai ning a team cumula tive grade point average
of 3.3 or higher fort he 1996-97 school year. ]CU
tu rned in an overall GPA of 3.33 for the period
HOMECOOKIN'- ThejCU mcn'ssoccerteam
has a 46-2-4 record at home si nee 1990. . ..
Senior goa !keeper Grant Mast recorded 1 he 17th
shutout of his career in last Wednesday's victory over CW RU.
CATCHIN' ON QUlO< - Freshman Adam
Eiser has finished first among the jCU men's
cross country runners in each of the first two
races.. .. Sophomore Debbie Pagano has placed
among the top 10 in seven of her lOcareer meets.

Mon-Thur: llam-12:30am
Fti-Sat: llam-1:30am
Sun: Noon-11 :30pm

THE MAYFIELD
COUNTRY CLUB

Good Hourly Wage - Slilit Meals
Friendly Staff and Atmosphere- Flexible Ho~
We'll Train You!

-..

SPORTS
FLASHES

Hours:

f~~~~~"~ I'IQV~~

Advantages ofThe Mayfield Country Club include:

11
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Cavs do little
to help selves
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The Chicago Bulls re-signed
Michael Jordan. The New York
Knicks re-signed Patrick Ew ing.
It's important to keep your bigname free agems
The Cleveland Cavaliers, however, couldn't, losing Bobby Ph ills
and
Chris
Mills.
The next
move then was
to go after free
agems who,
while maybe
not spectacular, are solid .
Bnan Grant
and Rick Fox,
CDMMfNfARY h o w e v e r ,
Brian Murphy spurned the
- - - - - - Cavs. Grant accepted
a
sligh tly inferior offer from the
Portland Trailblazers because he
felt that they have a better chance
of winning and Fox chose the Los
Angeles Lakers ro be close to the
bright lights of Hollywood.
The Cavs couldn't pull off a
trade either. They could have acquired a good, young big man in
Erick Dampier and a solid reserve
in Duane Ferrell from 1ndiana for
Chris Mills But somehow that
trade sli pped through the cracks
and Indiana dealt the two to
Golden State for Chris Mullin.
Thus, the Cavs' biggest off-season reward was Shawnelle Scott
and I don't mean because he's 6-11
and weighs 250 pounds. He was
thetr only free agent signing. A
guy who got to know the end of
the bench and his warm-ups better 1han N BA hardwood last year
was the best the Cavs could do.
Unless, of course, you count the
re-signing of head coach Mike
Fratello. But when that's the biggest news an organization with
multiple means at itsdisposal can
muster, well, don't look form uc h.
That, though, is the state of the
Cavs. Re-signing a head coach
who's done a fine job is the biggest
news they could muster.
Yes, it was key. Fratello has
done wonders with the hand he's
been dealt. He's assessed the situation and taken the necessary
steps to win. The slow, grind-itout tempo doesn't please fans, but
it has produced more victories
than the personnel would indicate.
Is Fratello's style of play a reason playersshun Cleveland? Probably. But keep 111 mind that
Fra tello had one of the game's most
potent offenses while in Atlanta.
It helps to have Dommique
Wilkins a nd Moses Malone,
among others, on the coun Give
him the proper people and Fratello
would jump at the chance to
change styles.
He's gonen a start in Derek
Andersonand Brcvm Kmght,both
acquired through the draf r. But
both are question marks as
Anderson's knees are ifry and everybody still is not sold on Knight
being an NBA point guard.
Teamed with players like
Terrell Brandon, Bob Sura, and
Tyrone Hill, however, Anderson
and Kmght could, if they prove w
be healthy and of NBA-caliber,
become a part of the lutle Italian
general's offensive revolution.
But don't hold your breath for
the upcoming season because the
Cavs lost much more than they
gamed. Fratello,a bench-warmer,
and two rookies can only do so
much.
Like hope fora little more help.

Catching on
Mark Boleky

Wallace,when hecaughtsix balls
for ll3 yards and a wuchdown.
Currently in his year of development and adjustment is
McDaniels,still getting used to liningupwideinsteadofbehindcenter. Like Priestap, he came to]CU
with every intention of playing
quarterback. He reconsidered his
plansaf terafreshman season that

Assistant Sports Editor

For John Priestap and josh
McDaniels, their willingness to
change has been their greatest asset to th1s year's john Carroll University football team .
Both are wide receivers on this
year's squad. But the pair also
shares another note on their resume, with both having been rePriestap:
crUited by jCU as quarterbacks.
Made the
Priestap, a jumor, and McDaniels,
move to wide
a sophomore, each registered storece iver from
ried careers as their high school's
quarterback
signal callers, but have accepted
last season.
the move to pass catcher.
'I want to do whatever they
want," said Priestap. "I was hoping they would have big plans for
me. 1 have big plans for m yself."
McDaniels:
So far this season, Priestap has
Trying this year
fuHilled any and all plans held for
to duplicate
him. In theopenertwoweeksago
the move
Priestap made.
againstGan non,he had six catches
for 125 yards and a touchdown.
Becoming the Streaks' leading
receiver is a long way from his days
as a three-year starting quarterback at Gabriel Richard High
School in Ann Arbor, Mich.
frustrated him, despite being the
After being recruited by Carroll varsity backuptoCaserio, who esfor two years, Pries tap became the tablished himself as the starter.
startingjun ior varsity quanerback
"I wanted to take a year off and
in 1994, his freshman year. He see if I missed it," said McDaniels.
liked the school and program, but
McDaniels did that,which gave
wasn't completely satisfied with him time to consider if he wanted
his play at the new setting.
to play again in a lesser role. He
"When I was playing in prep was used to being the starter, as
sc hool, I envisioned playing at Di- well as the star. He was an Allvision 1-A Aor Iv y League," hesaid. Ohio quarterback his senior year
"My confidence was a little low while leading hi s Canton
when l came here. The new sys- McKinley High School team to the
tem was a change, butl enjoyed it semifinals of the state playoffs.
Ar er asr s son, t
Ire to
and the uy tremen ou y.'
An elbow injury eaused a be a part of thejCU team won out,
redshirt season in 1995. That set- and he sought a new position. His
back, along with the rapid devel- quick feet and understanding of
opment of Nick Caserio at quar- the passing game made wide reterback, essentially put an end to ceiver an easy pick. "I thought he
the throwing days of Priestap
could playreceiver,"said Debeljak.
He came back toplay forJCUi n "josh is probably the most intellil996,and approached the coaches gem player on our team, footballwith a proposition to try out for wise. He sees the big picture betwide receiver. "He had always had ter than anybody."
great hands, but he didn't really
Debeljak, who himself played
strike me as that," said wide re- both quarterback and wide receivers coach Greg Debeljak.
ceiver atjCU from 1984-87,seesa
Priestap slimmed down to be- good football mind to be a major
low 200 pounds, and started ev- strength fo r both Priestap and
erygamelast yearatsplitend. His McDaniels.
play improved eac h game lead ing
"Therearettmeswhen[Caserio]
up to the finale against Baldwin- and Jareon the same page, and no
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Mike Scott
Sports Reporter

Some say the true heart of a
team comes out in its ability to
win close games.
In that case,thejohn Carroll
University men's soccer team
started to show its soul last
week.
After coming off two narrow losses from the previous
week, freshmandefender Jared
Huelsmanexclaimedhisrelief,
"We finally managed to win a
one-goal game."
The Blue Streaks split their
two games this week, and with
a 1-0 victory over Case Western Reserve University, they
picked up their first win of the
season. The Streaks also lost
anot her close game th is weekend, falling to Penn StateBehrend , 3- l.
Leading the way all week
was junior forward Jon Bowman . Bowman scored the
game's lone goal on Tuesday
against CWRU, and he also
netted JCU's only goal on Saturday at PSU-Behrend.
The team is still having serious problemsclosingoutgames
and most of their losses seem
to come in games they could
have won. "Even though we're
1-3, I think we could just as easily be 3-l,"said head coach Ali
Kazemaini. "Almost all of the
goals scored on us have been
fluky, cheap goals that could
have gone our way.
"l think that the breaks will
eventually start to go our way."
hefreshmenarep ayingan
ever increasing role for the
team, with a number of
lettermen sitting down in favor of the younger players.
Kazemaini sees the newcomone else can understand why," said
Priestap. "Now I know what the
coaches wanted me to look for
when l was a quarterback ."
Both Priestap and McDaniels
have experienced both positions
for the Streaks, and both feel they
havemadetherightdecision. They
now focus on helping the team as
part of the receiver rotation.
Priestap is especially enjoying
his role now. He likes the lower-

ersasan important part of this
year'ssuccess, as well as keys to
the future.
"I think thatjustaboutallof
our freshmen will continue to
rec eive ample playing time,"
Kazemaini said. "Right now
four or five are starting and I
think that number will fluctuatethroughouttheyear. Weare
still in a tinkering stage."
One of the rookie con tributors is Huelsman and when
asked about the team 's improvement in specific areas, he
said, "We're starting to work the
outsides better, and hopefully
we're starting to gel as a team."
TheStreaksare about to start
the meat of their sc hedule.
Ohio Athletic Conference play
begins this weekend wit hJCU
facing off against MuskiAgum
in the home opener.
The men's soccer team will
play only five home games this
season, due in large part to the
fact that Wasmer Field is an
astrotur f surface. The men do
not get to practice on the field
during the week si nce the foot ball team uses it, and therefore
th e coaches tend to schedule
most of the games on the road.
The team also traveled to
Wooster for a non-conference
rna tc h yesterday.
This week may mark the
first time that the soccer team
has played on thefrontlawn of
the campus. More than large
enough to accommodate a full
field,JCU may opt to play some
of its games there this year.
"l think it'sagreat idea, since
we practice on grass all week,"
said sophomore midfielder jeb
Schm itt. "It only makes sense
thatweplayourgamesongrass
as well ."

SPORTS

Scaffidi stars for
women's soccer
Bob McCarthy
Sports Reporter

The youth of the John Carroll
University women's soccer team
continued to shine while notchmg victories in two of the three
games played last week.
Coming off a loss at the hands
of Edinboro, the Blue Streaks rebounded behind a IOta! team effo rt and soared to a 4-1 victory at
Geneva College last Wednesday.
Four di fferent playe rs scored in
the victory. "We have a lot of talemed players and everyone contributed to the win," head coach
Tracy Blasius said .
Carroll went head- to-head
with Penn StaLe Un iversityBehrend in the annual PSUBehrend soccer tournament last
Sa turday. Despite jumpi ng out to
an early lead behind two goals
from freshman Julie Scaffidi, the
St reaks were unable to maintain
the lead, losing 3-2.
Even though JCU could not
hold the early lead, it still showed
much
offensive
promise,
outshoottng PSU-Behrend, 18-6.
"We are getting the offense together and it's basically a matter
of them growing more comfortable," Blasius sa id.
In th e to urnament's second
round,JCU took on Frostburg St.,
which defeated Baldwi n-Wallace
in its open in g round contest. JCU
blanked FrostburgSt.,2-0, behind
anothergoala nd assist by Scaffidi
a nda tremendousdefensive effort.
"Th is was by farourfinest per-

pressure position and has found
he has more fun at practice. He
flatly admits,"\ don't miss quarterback at all."
McDaniels, though, can't quite
get the thoughts of bei ng the offensive general out of his minds.
The thirst is st ill there to be throwing, but he knows the best way he
can help the team is catching.
"J'll play wherever they want. I
just want to be on the field."

formanceof theseason,especiall y
on defense," Blasius said.
Freshman goalie Samantha
Sommer teamed with sophomore
Maura Gatto to notch the shutout.
"Samantha has been a pleasant
surprise," Blasius sa id . "She see ms
10 be getting more comfortable in
the net with each game."
Scaffidi was named the
tournament's most valuable player.
She totaled three goals and an assist in the two games. She also had
a goal against Geneva.
In the other half of the tournament bracket, BW knocked off
PSU-Behrend, thus putting JCU
and BW in a fi rst place ti e. jCU
won the goal differential tie
breaker to capture ltS first tournament title.
"This is the firs t time that they
have accomplished something of
1his magnitude,"Blasi us said. "Everyone is excited and it will do
wonders for the team's morale."
With a boost inconftdence, the
Streaks look toconti n ue theirwi nning ways as they prepare for a
challenging week. Yesterday in its
homeopenerjCU took on The College of Wooster, currently the
nation's 14th ranked Division lll
team. Conference play kicks off
Saturday in Ma rietta.
"I've been trying to get the players to believe in themselves all
year," Blasius said. "Winning the
PSU-Be hre nd tourn ament will
help them believe in themselves
and make them rea li ze what they
are capable of achieving."

SENSATIONALSCAFFIDI - Freshman forward
HODGEPODGE - The JCU football team is
Julie Scaffidi ranks among the OAC's top five ranked 18th by the USA Ill Football weekly nawomen's soccer scorers with five goals and one tional poll. .. JCUis29-7athome in conference
assist. ... SeniorShannonSullivan needson lye ight games since 1989.... Under DeCarlo,jCU ts 65more goals and 10 more points to become the 2-2 when scoring 20 points or more .. . . Junior
school's career leader in those categories. .. Fresh- quarterback Nick Caserio is 15-2-2 as a Blue
man midfielder Rebecca Misencik scored the first Streak starter . .. juntor john Priestap has
goal of her collegiate career in a 4-1 victory over caught a pass in lOstraightgames.
Geneva. In three games last week, she had a pair of
TOPS IN THE OAC - Semor Lori Hammer i
goa lsandan assist. ... Fresh man Samantha Sommer first in the OAC with 5.3 digs per game and
leadsOACgoalkeepers with a .6goalsagainst aver- second wi th 3.16 ki lls per game. She moved into
age . ... Freshmen or first year players make up half tlmd place onjCU's all -ttme career dig hst th1s
of the women's soccertea m's roster. There are on I y past weekend . ... Senior Pam Jimison ranks
three seniors on the roster and on ly six starters second in the OAC with 5.19 digs per game . .
returned .... The women's soccer program has Freshman Marcy Reblin is tenth in the OAC
made theOAC playoffs only once in eight seasons, with .44 serving aces per game.
doing so in 1992.
IT'S ACADEMIC- The JCU volleyball team
NEWKIDSONTHEBLOCK -Sophomore kicker ha received the American Volleyball Coa hes
Mike Henry connected on a 33-yard fie ld goal in Association (AVCA)Team Academic Award for
the first quarter of the victory over Gannon . ..
the thnd consecuuve year. The Blue Streaks
Sophomore free safety Tom Rini, a transfer from were one of 18 NCAA Division Ill schools to
Villanova, had eight tackles and an interception, receive the award, which recognizes teams that
which he returned 13 yards,againstGannon in his display excellence 111 the classroom by mainfirst Blue Streak action .... The Blue Streak defense taining a team cumu lative grade point average
has ranked among the top 25 Division II[ teams in of 3.3 or higher for the 1996-97 school year JCU
total defense six times in the past lO years.
turned in an overall GPA of 3.33 for the period
HOMECOOKIN'- ThejCU men 's soccerteam
POLAR BEARS UP NEXT - The JCU football
team will take on the Ohio Northern Polar Bears has a 46-2-4 record at home since 1990....
Saturday at Wasmer Field beg inning at 1:30 p.m. Senior goalkeeperGrant Mast recorded the 17th
Last year,JCU whalloped ONU, 52-0, in Ada. But shutout of his career in last Wednesday's vic ONU is coming off a 55-0 shallacking of Bluffton tory over CWRU.
CATCHIN' ON QillCK- Freshma n Adam
last week.
jCU, which has defeated ONU eig ht consecu- Eiser has finished first among the JCU men's
tive times, was idle this past weekend. 'Without a cross cou ntr y runners in each of the first two
game to specifically prepare for last week, we were races. ... Sophomore Debbie Pagano has placed
able to devote time toward correcting the mistakes among the top lOin seven of her lOcareer meets.
we made in our first game,' JCU head coac h Tony
Brian Murphy
DeCarlo said.
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oost! And if you're really hungry, ask about
our cheesesticks and bread-sticks! They
make the perfect pizza even better!
Perfect Pizza.Perfect Price. Everyday.

THE MAYFIELD
COUNTRY CLUB

100/oOFF
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Offer valid only with ooupon : Offer valid only with ooupon.
Umit one per customer. I Umit one per customer.
Offerexpires 10-15-97.
Offerexpires 10-15-97.
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Mayfield Country aub
1545 Sheridan Road
South Euclid
381-0826
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When you've got pizza on your mmd,
get Papa on the phone. Papa John's will deliver
your favorite pizza- hot and fresh. And, as
always, we'll include our special garlic sauce and
pepperoncinis, too - all at no extra

EARN STEADY $$$$

Advantages of The Mayfield Country Club include:
Good Hourly Wage - Shift Meals
Friendly Staff and Atmosphere - Flexible Hours
We'll Train You!
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14404 CEDAR RD.
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Better Pizza.
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One goal, one win
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A Side of Shula
In addition to being th e
winningest coach in NFL history and leading the 1972 Dolphins to the only undefeated
season in NFL history, here are
some of Don Shula's other
coaching accomplis hments·

• Youngest to win 100,200, and
300gamesand th e firsttowin 100
games in his first lO seasons.
• Answers: Marv Levy led the
Buffalo Bil Is to four straight Super
Bowls (1990-93) and Bill Parcells
has led the New York Giants and

Shula raises the Super Bowl trophy after returning to Miami
following 'Super Bowl VII. Shula's first Super Bowl victory
completed the only undefeated season in NA.. history.
eMost Super Bowl appearances. by a head coach (six).
.Onl y one of two coaches 10
reach the Super Bowl three
straight years0971-73)andone
of two to lead two different
tea ms to the Super Bowl (Colts
and Dolphins). Who are the
other coaches? Answers follow.
.One of twocoaches to reach
the playoffs in four decades.
(George Halas is the other.)

STREAKS

OF

New England Patriots to the Super 'Bowl.
WHERE'DHECOMEFROM7 Shula may be the only player to
have ever gotten a rule changed
while still active. In the first game
of the 1954 season, the Los Angeles Rams lined up just lO men on
the game's first play. just before
the snap, a Rams player snuck off
the bench and caught a long
touchdown pass. Shula was the

THE

defensive oack beaten on the
play. But thenextday,NFLcommissioner Bert Belt ruled that
the Hideout Play would henceforth be illegal.
FAVORITE FAN- The Baltimore Colts gave Shu Ia a game
ball even though he was in the
stands for the game. The week
after he was cut in 1957, the
player who replaced Shuta was
beaten for a touchdown. Following the game, showing in
what high esteem Shula was
held, his teammates gave him a
game ball.
TRICKY DICK- Shula once
received a phone call from
President Richard Nixon at 1:30
a.m.lthappenedonjan.J,1972,
and Nixon suggested a down
and in to Paul Warfield during
Super Bowl VI.
VATICAN VISITOR - During a summer trip to Europe in
1975, Shula had an audience
with Pope Paul VL
QUICK HITS - Shula still
ranks as the youngest coach in
league history. HewasJJwhen
hired by the Colts in 1963. ...
Washington was favored in
Super Bowl VII despite Miami 's
16-0 record .... Doug Pederson,
not Dan Marino,Scou Mitchell,
nor Don Strock for that matter,
quarterbacked Shula's 325th
victory . . . Shula has served as
the Hall of Fame presenter to
five inductees . ... From 197Q95,Shula's winning percentage
of .657 ranked as the best in a II
of professional sports.... Shula
won lO or more games 20 times
and had only two losing seasons.... Shula owns a 44-27-1
r ord agai
coach
In
the Hall of Fame.
JOY RIDE- During his long
and illustrious career, Shula
was carried off the field only
twice: following Super Bowl VII
and after his record-breaking
325t h victory.
Brian Murphy

The Carroll News, September 18,1997

Volleyball eyes some
home cooking
BW However, several other upSports Reporter
perclassmen provided a much
When your record is 42-5 at needed spark for the Streaks.
home over the past five seasons, Jimison and fellow senior Lori
the last place you want to play is Hammer combined for 145 digs,
on the road .
78 kills, and six blocks.
But that is where the john
Among the newcomers, freshCarroll University volleyball team man Autumn Budrys led the team
has spent the first three weekends again with nine blocks.
of this season. Fort he second con Carroll (7-5 overall) placed
secutive week. the road-weary fourth out of 12 teams in pool play
Blue Streaks finished 2-2, most re- at BW, a definite improvement
cently at the Baldwin- Wallace In- oyer the previous tournament at
vitational held last Friday and Sat- Thomas More College.
urday in Berea.
"We seemed to be more comCar roll is looking forward to fortable on the floor !at BWI," said
starting the home portion of its Jimison . "Wedidn'tmakeasmany
schedule this week. The Streaks mistakes on crucial points or
welcomed the chance to be able to when we were behind.
focus on a single opponent as they
"Our depth is one of our greatmatched up against Wooster yes- est strength s. especially in the
terday. They will host the JCU freshman class. We have confiInvitational Friday and Saturday dence that every player that steps
at the Don Shula Sports Center.
on the floor will do their job."
"We're looking forward to the
By no means, however, is the
support of our fa ns this weekend; team satisfied with its perforsaid senior Pam Jimison. "In the mance th us far.
past , this seems to be the time of
"We're still not where we need
year when everything starts com- to be," said Weitbrecht. "This
ing together. lmprovem~nt dur- weekend will be a good sign of
ing bot h tournaments and prac- where we are and what we still
tice finally starts paying off."
have to do."
After a disappointing loss to
"Everybody now has three
Marietta in five sets, the Streaks weeks under their belt," said Hamrebounded tosweeptheirnext two mer. "Hopefully, this will help ease
opponents, Penn State-Behrend any pre -game jitters...even the upand Alma College.
perclassmen still get nervous be"We seemed somewhat tenta- fore matches."
tive out there against Marietta,"
Eight teams will partic ipate in
said head coach Gretchen Weit- the annual jCU Invitational, inbrecht. "But we came back well in cluding conference ri val Mount
the next rwomatches,a nd our con- Union. The Streaks have won the
centration was a lot better."
tournament twice in its three-year
eitbrecht o fered a lack of history.
intensity and too many serving
Carroll will be looking to take
errors as reasons for the.loss in the advantage of these games at home
next match. A three-game defeat while they can. After thejCU Into conference foe Capital in the vitationaL the Streaks return to the
quarterfinal round of the cham- road for the Ohio Wesleyan Tourpionship bracket brought the nament Sept. 26and 27. Two of the
weekend to an abrupt halt.
next three dual matches are also
Once again, Carroll was with- away from the friendly confines
out the experience of juniors of Shula Sports Center.
Nicole Peterson and Amy Bakos at
On the road again._

Named MVPof the
PSU-Behrend tournament last weekend as
JCU won the tournament forthefirsttime
in school history. In
two games, had three
goals and one assist,
mcluding both goals
in a 3-2 1oss to PSUBehrend. Also had a
goal against Geneva.

jon Bowman
junior, Soccer
Scored the game
winning goal oTf an
assistfromjohn Ticak
in the Blue Streaks' 1-0
victoryoverCWRU to
record his first goal of
the season. Also netted the team's only
goal in a 3-1 loss to
PSU-Behrend. Leads
the team in scoring
with his two goals.

.
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COLLEGE NIGHT
From 8to 11
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•BIG DRAFTS OF
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Improvement key for cross country
J. Brian Domelly

julie Scaffidi
Freshntan. Soccer

.

Sports Reporter

Often with cross country, coaches look at the
individual performances as opposed to the teams
standings. The john Carroll University cross country coaches have been taking that approach this
season.
For the women, the top five runners all ran personal bests at the Allegheny Classic Friday. Four of
the five ran their best collegiate times ever, including
a lifetime best by junior julie Thorud, who ran the
course in 21:05.10. Thorud placed third for Carroll
and 22nd overall.
Sophomore Debbie Pagano ran her tenth consecutive race in which she was the firstjCU runner
to cross the finish line. For the second time in as
many races this year, Pagano finished in the top five
overall. finishing fourth at Allegheny.
Completing the top five fortheStreaks weref reshmen Molly Lynch(20:33.70), EmilyCiecka(2l:45.72).
and Francese a Brunella (22: 19.4 2). The top five runners' combined times were almost four minutes faster
that last week's race at Case Western Reserve University.
lynch has begun her career with a pair of solid
showings. She has now finished in the top 20 in her
first two collegiate races.
Impressed with the improvement, coach Kathy
Lanese said, "We haven't even run our top fi ve yet.
julie [Thorudl returned this week, but will probably
missnextweek.!Molly]Mayerdidn'trun because of
back troubles, but should return on Friday."
Despite the improved times, Lanese is concerned
with the lack of strong finishes. The Streaks finished seventh, but only six pointsseparatedjCUand
fifth place Grove City.

Allegheny won the race, followed by Case, Walsh,
Oberlin, Grove City, St. Lawrence,JCU, Gannon and
Hiram.
The men's team also placed low in the team standings, finishing eighth out of nine teams. Coach Don
Stupica, however, said that his runners "improved
considerably-an average of 45 seconds to a minute
off last week's time."
Stupka is optimistic about his Streaks future. For
the second consecutive week, freshman Adam Eiser
crossed thefinish line first fort he Streaks with a time
of 29:05.41. Eiser took 47 seconds off his privious
time and placed 40th overall.
The rest of the top five consisted of two sophomores, another freshman , and one junior. Sophomores Nick Sellers and Mikejohnston ran the course
in 29:28.93 and 29:54.59, respectively. Freshman joe
Wittinecrossed in 29:50.50,followed by junior james
Van Dress 00:10.83).
Sellers was able to take over one minute off his
time from last week and move intojCU's top five.
Stu pica said the competition was pretty good and
added he was pleased with the performance of his
young squad.
The race was won by St. Lawrence, which outdistanced the rest of the field by 31 points. Allegheny,
Grove City, Walsh , Case, Oberlin, Gannon,jCU and
Hiram completed the field.
The Streaks next run tomorrow in the National
Catholic Invitational, hosted by the University of
Notre Dame, in South Bend,lnd.
At last year's Invitational, the men finished last
among l3 teams and the women finished eighth out
of 15 teams. Pagano had the best finish of any Blue
Streak runner, £inishing llth. Van Dress led the Blue
Streak men.

THE SICKEST COLLEGE NIGHT IN CLEVELAND!
DRINK, DANCE, OR GO HOMEI
18 a OVER/COli EGE I.D. REQUIRED

NO THEME••• NO ATTITUDE
JUST

For Private Parties Be Info Call 771-0533
1204 Old River Rd. • Flats East Bank
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A Side of Shula
In addition to bemg the
winningest coach in NFL hiswry and lead ing the 1972 Dolphins to the only undefeated
season 10 NFL history, here are
some of Don Shula's other
coac hing accomphshmems:

• Youngest to win 100,200, and
300gamesand the first tow in 100
games in his first 10 seasons.
eAnswers: Marv Levy led the
Buffalo Bills to four straight Super
Bowls 0990-93} and Bill Parcells
has led the New York Giants and

Shula raises the Super Bowl trophy after returning to Miami
following 'Super Bowl VII. Shula's first Super Bowl victory
completed the only undefeated season in NFL history.
eMost Super Bowl appearances by a head coach (six).
.Only one of two coaches to
reach the Super Bowl three
straight years(l971-73)a ndone
of two to lead two different
teams to the Super Bowl (Colts
and Dolphins). Who are the
other coaches? Answers follow.
.Oneof t \VOCoaches to reach
the playoffs in four decades.
(George Halas is the other.)

STREAKS

OF

New England Patriots to the Super Bowl.
WHERE'D HECOMEFROM? Shula may be the only player to
have ever gotten a rule changed
while still active. In thefirstgame
of the 1954 season, the Los Angeles Rams lined up just lO men on
the game's first play. just before
the snap, a Rams player snuck off
the bench and caught a long
touchdown pass. Shula was the

THE

defensive oack beaten on the
play: Butthenextday,NFLcomrnissioner Bert Bell ruled that
the Hideout Play would henceforth be illegal.
FAVORITE FAN - The Baltimore ColtsgaveSh ula a game
ball even though he was in the
stands for the game. The week
after he was cut in 1957, the
player who replaced Sh ula was
beaten for a touchdown. Following the game, showing in
what high esteem Shula was
held, his teammates gave him a
game bait.
TRICKY DICK - Shula once
received a phone call from
President Richard Nixon at 1:30
a.m.lt happenedonjan.3, 1972,
and Nixon suggested a down
and in to Paul Warfield during
Super Bowl VI.
VATICAN VISITOR - During a summer trip to Eu rope in
1975, Shula had an aud ience
with Pope Paul VI.
QUICK HITS - Shula still
ranks as the youngest coach in
league history. He was33 when
hired by the Colts in 1963. ...
Washington was favored in
Super Bowl VII despite Miami's
16-0 record . ... Doug Pederson,
not Dan Marino,Scott Mitchell,
nor Don Strock for that matter,
quarterbacked Shula's 325th
victory.... Shula has served as
the Hall of Fame presenter to
five inductees.... From 197095,Shula'swinningpercentage
of .657 ranked as the best in all
of professional sports.... Shula
won lO or more games 20 times
and had only two losing seasons.... Shulaownsa4+27-l
record ga t oa
n
the Hall of Fame.
jOY RIDE- During his long
and illustrious career, Shula
was carried off the field only
twice: following Super Bowl VII
and after his record-breaking
325th victory.
Brian Murphy
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Volleyball eyes some
home cooking
Matt Rayl
Sports Reporter

When your record is 42-5 at
horne over the past five seasons,
the last place you want to play is
on the road .
But that is where the john
Carroll University volleyball team
has spent the first three weekends
ofthisseason. Forthesecondconsecutive week, the road -weary
Blue Streaks finished 2-2,most recently at the Baldwin-Wallace Invitational held last Fridaya nd Sat·
urday in Berea.
Carroll is looking forward tO
starting the horne portion of its
schedule this week. The Streaks
welcomed the chance to be able to
focus on a single opponent as they
matched up against Wooster yesterday They will host the JCU
Invitational Friday and Saturday
at the Don Shula Sports Center.
"We're looking forward to the
support of ourfansthis weekend ,"
said senior Pam Jimison. "In the
past, this seems to be the time of
yearwheneverythingstartscoming together. Improvement during beth tournarnen ts and practice fina ll y sta rts paying off."
After a disappointing loss to
Marietta in five sets, the Streaks
rebounded to sweep their next two
opponents, Penn State-Behrend
and Alma College.
"We seemed somewhat tentative out there against Marietta,"
said head coach Gretchen Weitbrecht. "But we came back well in
thenexttwornatches,a ndourconcentration was a lot better."
Weitbrec t offered a lack of
intensity and too many serving
errors as reasons fort he loss in the
next match. A three-game defeat
to conference foe Capital in the
quarterfinal round of the championship bracket brought the
weekend to an abrupt halt.
Once again, Carroll was without the experience of juniors
Nicole Peterson and Amy Bakos at

Improvement key for cross country
J. Brian Donnelly

julie Scaffidi
Freshman, Soccer
Named MVP of the
PSU-Behrend tournament last weekend as
JCU won the tournament for the first time
in school history. In
two games, had three
goals and one assist,
mcluding both goals
in a 3-2 1oss to PSUBehrend. Also had a
goal against Geneva.

jon Bowman
junior, Soccer
Scored the game
winning goal orf an
assistfromjohn Ticak
in the Blue Streaks' 1-0
victoryoverCWRU to
record his first goal of
the season. Also netted the team's only
goal in a 3-1 loss to
PSU-Behrend. Leads
the team in scoring
with his two goals.

BW However, several other upperclassmen provided a much
needed spark for the Streaks.
Jimison and fellow senior Lori
Hammer combined for 145 digs,
78 kills, and six blocks.
Among the newcomers, freshmanAuturnnBudrys led the team
again with nine blocks.
Carroll (7-5 overall) placed
fourth out of 12 teams in pool play
at BW, a definite improvement
over the previous tournament at
Thomas More College.
"We seemed lObe more comfortable on the floor !at BW]," said
Jimison . "We didn't make as many
mistakes on crucial points or
when we were behind.
"Our depth is one of our great·
est strengths, especially in the
freshman class. We have confidence that every player that steps
on the floor will do their job."
By no means, however, is the
team satisfied with its performance thus far.
"We're still not where we need
to be," sa id Weitbrecht. "This
weekend will be a good sign of
where we are and what we still
have to do."
"Everybody now ha s three
weeksundertheir belt," said Hammer. 'Hopefully, this will help ease
any pre-game jitters... eve n the up·
perclassmen still get nervous before matches"
Eight teams will participate in
the annual jCU Invitational, including conference rival Mount
Union. The Streaks have won the
tournament twice in its three-year
history.
Carroll will be look ing to take
advantage of these games at home
while they can. Af terthe JCU lnvitationa~ the Streaks return to the
road for the Ohio Wesleyan Tournament5ept.26and27. Two of the
next three dual matches are also
away from the friendly confines
of Shula Sports Center.
On the road again ...

Sports Reporter

Often with cross country, coaches look at the
individual performances as opposed to the team's
standings. The john Carroll University cross country coaches have been taking that approach this
season.
For the women , the top five runners all ran personal bests at the Allegheny Classic Friday. Four of
the five ran their best collegiate times ever,including
a lifetime best by junior Julie Thorud, who ran the
course in 21:05.10. Thorud placed third for Carroll
and 22nd overall.
Sophomore Debbie Pagano ran her tenth consecutive race in which she was the firstjCU runner
to cross the finish line. For the second time in as
many races this year, Pagano finished in the top five
overall, finishing fourth at Allegheny.
Completing the top five for the Streaks weref reshmen Molly Lynch (20:33.70), EmilyCiecka (214572),
and Francesca Brunello(22:19.42). The top five runners'combinedtirneswerealmostfourminutesfaster
that last week's race at Case Western Reserve University.
Lynch has begun her career with a pair of solid
showings. She has now finished in the top 20 in her
first two collegiate races.
Impressed with the improvement, coach Kathy
Lanese said, "We haven't even run our top five yet.
julie !Thorudl returned this week, but will probably
miss next week. !Moll yl Mayer didn'1 run because of
back troubles, but should return on Friday."
Despite the improved times, Lanese is concerned
with the lack of strong finishes. The Streaks finished seventh, but only six pointssepararedjCU and
fifth place Grove City:

Allegheny .;..,on the race,followed by Case, Walsh,
Oberlin, Grove City, St. Lawrence,JCU, Gannon and
Hiram.
The men 's team also placed low in the team standings, finishing eighth out of nine teams. Coach Don
Stupica, however, said that his runners "improved
considerably-an average of 45 seconds to a minute
off last week's time."
Stupica is optimistic about his Streaks future. For
the second consecutive week, freshman Adam Eiser
crossed the finish line first fort he Streaks with a time
of 29:05.41. Eiser took 47 seconds off his privious
time and placed 40th overalL
The res! of the top five consisted of two sophomores, another freshman, and one junior. Sophomores Nick Sellers and Mikejohnston ran the course
in 29:28.93 and 29:54.59, respecrively. Freshman joe
Wittine crossed in 29:50.50, followed by junior james
Van Dress (30:10.83).
Sellers was able to take over one minule off his
time from last week and move into JCU's top five.
Stupica said the competition was pretty good and
added he was pleased with the performance of his
young squad.
The race was won by St. Lawrence, which outdistanced the rest of the field by 31 points. Allegheny,
Grove City, Walsh, Case, Oberlin, Gannon,JCU and
Hiram completed the field.
The Streaks next run 1ornorrow in the National
Catholic Invitational, hosted by the University of
Notre Dame, in South Bend, Ind.
At last year's Invitational, the men fin ished last
among 13 teams and the women finished eighth out
of 15 teams. Pagano had the best finish of any Blue
Streak runner, finishing ll th. Van Dress led the Blue
Streak men.
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How were you affected by the
dismembered chicken incident?

.

Being a student at john Carroll means being a part of a doseknit communi ty where faces are fa miliar and it appears as if one
may know just about everyone on campus. The area m which
Carroll is located is cond ucive tomakingonefeelasenseof safety
and an attitude of invi ncibility. With these feelings of security,
one is leavmg themselves vulnerable to previously thought impossible cn mes. And the sad fact is that the crime of rape is all
too possible on college campuses today. Students need to be
aware of this and actively take precautions to protect themselves
and prevent this cnme from being committed aga inst others..
Surprisingly enough, 85 percent o[ rapes are said to be acquain tance rape, and 90 percent of acquaintance rapes involve
alcohol. These are certain] y alarming statistics for anyone, but
especially for college students.
Rape Awareness Week only lasts a short period of time and
can only provtde so much information to those who take ad vantage of what is offered. Yet, victims of rape have scars that do not
disappear after a week, a momh, or even years. Many vi ctims of
rape do not even report or seek helpafteran assault. Af ter all , the
closeness of a campuscommunity makes dealmg with the consequences of the situation difficult.
Sull, victim s need to come forth and overcome th ese obstacles
nor onl y for themsel ves, but for the benefi t of oth er st udents.
Sta tistics say that nearly one-t hird of college men said that they
were likely to have sex wi th an unw iili ng partner if th ey thought
they could get away wi th it. If females do not speak up about
sex ual assau lt, they are essentiall y letting their assa ilant get
away wi th the crime and allowmg him to poss1 bly attack again.
Un less a woman is battered badly, it is often difficult to prove
that the sex wasn't consensua l. Often times, people have a tendenc y to be judgmental of a woman 's conduct-wha t she was
wearing, how much she was drinking, and whether or not she
agreed to go back to the house of a man at the end of a night.
While women do need to be cautious about their actions and
realize that they are never 100 percent safe, they must still keep
in m1nd that rape is never their fault. Know this, and remember
that unfortuantely,John Carroll is not 1mmune to rape.

-

Guest Commentary

Educating the complete person
"If we educate onlyourstudents'minds, we have not truly educated
them."- Fr. Bernard Coughlin.SJ.
Th1s quote, taken from the Spring 1997 issue of Conversations on
jesuit Higher Education, is quite poignant when looked at within the
context of an education here at john Carroll. A school that prides itself
on an excellent Liberal Arts education, John Carroll provides tremendous educational opportunities both in and outside the classroom.
john Carroll encourages an education founded on the ideals of St.
Ignatius Loyola, an education that prepares us to become "Men and
Women For Others." Our classroom learning will one day help us
secure a challengingjob in a Fortune 500 company, but it will be our
involvemcm in service, athletics and different organizations that will
teach us other valuable lessons about responsibility, hard work, social justice, and life in
general; lessons that will prepare us to become
contributing members of society.
JCU students are encouraged to join organizations and assume major leadership roles; positions that will prepare them for life as contri buting members of society. Through these experiences, JCU students actually engage in what is
done in the real world, giving of themselves in an
effort to create change and make a difference.
su ,_IIINT
There areopportunitiesfor involvement in sports,
both varsity and club levels; concert choir, the
band, the theatre; and a multitude of professional and social clubsand
organizations. There are groups such as the Accounting Association,
Political Science Club, and the Psychology Club that allow students to
explore opportuniues within their perspective field. Fraternities, sororities, and special interest organizations such as the Art Club, japan
Club, and the Ski Club allow students to explore the academic within
a social setting. jCU students are also able to give of themselves
through community service, be it in the student organized Project
Gold, thorugh Campus Ministry, or through the Center for Community Service.
The possibility forextendingoureducational horizon outside of the
classroom is endless here at john Carroll. With so many opportunities
available at john Carroll one can truly get involved and work "for The
Greater Glory of God." So, I challenge you to get involved in these
organizations, take a leadersbip role, tackle issues that are important
to you and your fellow students to bring about change in both the
university and society. Tap into the resources hereatJohn Carroll and
educate yourself about what it takes to become completely ~educated ."
This means being able to confront any o[ the problems one IS faced
with or tasks one is asked to complete. It is through taking advantage
o[ these opportunities that we can extend our education outside of our
minds and understand what St. Ignatius Loyola meant by"Becoming
Men and Women For Others."
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HIT: Community Day at JCU. Let's keep up all that school spirit!
miss: The dismembered chicken found in Grasselli. still missing:

Various extremeties from the chicken. Hope you don't smell
something stinky around your cubicle. HIT: Senior Happy Hour
at jake's last friday. HIT: The new look of The Carroll News.
miss: The lack of color on the front page this week. Sorry
guys, maybe next week.

Staff Commentary

It's not polite to stare

OT'

age left your place of employment. Or maybe it was just last
week when you were at a club ora party and felt a group of
eyes staring at you from the corner.
Whether or not any or all of these situations sound familiar, if you are a female, they most likely do not sound
out of the ordinary.
My guess is that right about now
most men are going to turn back to the
sports section, if they haven't already.
But, if you have made it this far, I ask
you just to keep reading a little further.
Jessica Grassman I promise that this commentary will
£llf'J'COllAL DIUCI'Oil
not resort to any male-bashing or go
off on a feminist tangent, but ratherexploresomecommon
feelings that most women share on the means that some
men use to get their attention. Although I addressed the
female audience in the introduction,l truly want to get the
opinion of the males at john Carroll University. But first , I
ask you to please listen to mine.
I do realize that I am only twenty years old and do not
consider myself completely knowledgeable in the ways of
the world. All too often,! find myself baffled by my own
gender, so I in no way claim any expertise on that of the
male. Still, based on my own pastexperiences,and those of
my friends,! am left to make certain conclusions and often
generalizations on why some guys "do what they do" when
it comes to communicating with the opposite sex.
Using those situations that I mentioned in the first paragraph, l believe that the majority of males have either witnessed them or have possibly contributed to those actions
rhemselves. However, I do not believe that all males (although there are a few who are questionable) really try to
offend women by staring, gawking, or making comments.
But they do.
While it is nice to receive attention from the opposite
sex, most women would like to be acknowledged in a more
respectful manner. While the days of chivalry and honor
codes have long since disappeared, so have the times of the
Neanderthal and cave man. I mean, it doesn't take a
Casanova to realize that beating a woman over the head
with a club and dragging her back to your cave is not the
way to win her heart. By saying this, I am not trying to
insinuate that men today have no class when it comes to the
ritual of dating, but there are some who still need a brush
up lesson or two.
You see fellows, there is a fine line between saying "hi" to
a girl and saying "hey baby," or glancing at a girl, making eye
contact and giving her a nice smile and glaring at her like
she's a 12 oz. New York Strip. And it is knowing the difference between these two that makes all the difference in
what the girl thinks and how she acts towards you.

lisa Viscusi

Mike Kovacevic

Senior

Sophomore

"I will not eat
"After working at Boston chicken, or any
Marke t for three pouluy,unril the
years, I have a people who did
deep love and re- this are brought
spect for chicken. to justice."
I can 't believe
that dementia of
this sort exists in
our world today.'

HITS &

If you area female , chances are that at some point in your
life you have been made to feel uncomfortable by a male.
Maybe it was last semester when you were walking ac ross
campus and some crude remark was shot out of a Bernet
window. Maybe it was this summer when you received an
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Even at john Carroll?

Coping with 90210
by
Bolehy

Thomas S. O'Konowitz
Edito r-in-Chief
Kristen A. Schneidler
Managing Editor
CherieSkoczen
Busin ess Manager
Robert T. Noll
Advisor

News
World News
Features

Denise Glaros
Meagan Lynch
Sara Buss
Maria Trivisonno
Stacy Miros

Student upset with
Hall Director
I am writing this complaint on behalf of Campion Hall. I am a junior here
at john Carroll and I have come to like
the dorm life very much. In the pasttwo
years I have lived in Murphy and East
halls, without ever having a complaint.
Well now I live in Campion and I have a
very big complaint, the hall director.
The incident I am referring to occurred the night of September 15, 1997
at around 10:15 pm. I was next door
listening to some music on
floor. Then I hap e
omeacrossa
good so
t e fan was on and the
· was drowning out the music. So I
proceeded to turn the music up on my
frie nd 's stereo. After one son wa
played there was a knock al the door
which was slightly open and it was the
re · t hall director. She proceeded to
rudely as
riend and lour names
and said that we
eing documented. I asked what what w.-....,.p
being written up for and she said tha t
the music was too loud during quiet
hours. I really didn't think the music
was tha t loud , so I asked her where she
lived. She said that she lived in an apartment on the first floor and she could
hear the music all the way down there.
Then she said that when she was walking down my hallway the music was
blasting. Now, I was getting fired up
because the music was not loud and

Chicken
"Well
how
would you feel if a
chicken cut up a
jCU student and
scattered
his
body
parts
around
the
ch icken coop?"

Chris Beato
Student Union
President
"I don't feel as

though lcan comment on this issue
at this time.'

Tiffany Burton Romel Glorioso
"I feel for the
chicken,because
I too have left
pieces of myself
behind when
studying in the
library."
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' I wonder if I
can use my
munch money in
the library now.. ."

there was no way she could hear the
musicfrom thatroomdownonthefirst
floor. l went on to tell her how ridiculous this whole incident was and that
she was being unfair to say the least.
A few minutes later I went next door
to my own room where the door was
cracked open and my roommate was
using his computer Thefirst question
1asked my roommate, who was unfamiliarwiththeincident,was if he heard
any of the music we were playing next
door He said that he had not heard a
thing in our room and the television
and radio were off. I proceeded to move
down the hallwayasking people if they
heard a stereo, and not a single person
had answered yes. Then I stopped at
the lounge which is three rooms down
and has no doors. There was a student

also said that arguing wouldn 't get me
anywhere and that l should just accept
the incident.
There is one more little part to this
story. While I was down in the office
stating my case, the resident assistant on
myfloorwasondutymakingroundsand
stopped by my neighbor's room. My
friend asked the resident assistant if he
hadheardanymusicahalfhouragowhile
sitting in the office, which I might add is
right next door to the resident director's
apartment. Of course, the R.A. had not
heard a thing and the windows in the
office were open
I find this whole incident very unfair
and ridiculous. I am in my third year o[
attending john Carroll University and I
have never been documented for anything
before this incident. To have my clean
w...~~~&.~>.\cSl,,I.JI.:~.I,I.,I;UJ.I.!~~~iO..-~
a~
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heard a stereo or any music in the lasst such as this Is be)IOnd unfair. Not only do
half hour The student said that he had the actions of the resident director anger
been in the lounge for a good half hour me, butalsodisappointme thatjohnCarand had not heard a stereo.
roll would place such an angry, unfair
Furious, 1 went down to the main person in charge ofhundreds of people's
office in Campion Hall and asked to lives. This incident will remain in my
ta to the residence director. So the mind for years to come and to have to
resident assistant on duty knocked on make such a big deal out of nothing is
the door and the resident director very, very sad. Good Luck to the rest of
opened the door. I asked her if l could Campion Hall, because it is certainly gotalk with her for a minute and she ing to be a trying year with the pathetic
agreed with a dirty look on her face. 1 authority in this hall!
told her how no one in my hall heard
Very angered,
the music and myangeroverthewhole
Brian Leisgang
situation. She proceeded to stick with
her story insisting that she could hear
the music down on the first floor. She

phenomena that Is Bevtr 'R1 s90210. l nawof
numerous groups around campus that won 't have
meetings Wednesday mghts because they don't
want their members to say, "I would go to Right
For Life this week, but\ have to see if David gets his
first facial hair."
My biggest bit of adviceforthosestill virgin to
90210 :don't take the leap.
However, if you are stuck in roomf uI of followers, note one rule. Don't talk. The cursing and
backlash you will see will mirror a Frank Gifford
appearance at a NOW convention.
Just sit there, pretend you like it, and root for
Steve to suffer the same fate as MacBeth.

Funny Forum stuff? Stop by The Carroll News.

Entertainment Colleen Leslie
Susan Malick

Senior

Junior

jealous lovers fighting. A
lot of sex. And somebody gets
shot.
Is this Beverly Hi lis 90210
or a Shakespeare tragedy airing on Wednesday nights? If
only everyone would eventually die on 90210.
I sat through my fir st
prime-time soap opera experience last week at
one of the many Wednesday night TV parties
around campus. If you wondered why j ohn Carroll is a ghost town of sorts from 8:00-10:00 in the
middle of the week, get with the picture.
Even I did. And it may have been the most
excruciating two-hour ordeal of my life. My first
90210 was as entertaining and enriching as my
first wisdom tooth surgery.
What great lengths Aaron Spelling goes to for
original plots. From the research I've done - which
consists of saying one word and letting 1en girls
spew off story lines- I've learned that every ridiculousdilemm aagroupof rich,while kid s f rom
Beverly Hills could deal with has been covered.
Sure, they never have to worry about actually
working(whodoesn'tgoto Hawaii just for the hell
of it?) And when they were in school, studyingof course- took a backseat to everything else.
They can't be worried about minute derails like
that. Donna might be having an eating disorder/
Also, are we really supposed to believe that of
all the people in all the land, Kelly, Donna, anJ
Valerie would continuously go out with the same
group of guys? That includes Steve, who actually
had girls praying that he would be the one shot.
At least we have such a pillar of excellence in
Brandon, the great humanitarian. What about
this guy? Who has mansions given to them? And
of course getting a job with the Los A ngelts Times
right out of college IS no problem. It must be all
that good experience at the Peach Pit.
It all just seems like repeated blather that's
covered up by exten ded sideburns and
anificia\ .uh , accessories

Run-in with ~curity ruins student's day
I want to address the attitude it,"l am from out of state. lam
of our john Carroll campus secu- not sure where to park. Could
rity officers. I was just stopped you please suggest a name of a
this Monday morning by a secu- road on which students arealrity guard at the North Park en- lowed to park?" This went back
trance of our campus when pull- and forth for a few seconds as
ing into the parking lot . He the officer continua II y refused
flagged his arms up and down for to answer myquestion and got
me to pull overandsaid,"No park- angrier and angrier with me. I
ing without an authorized park- wassimplyaskingfor help and
ing permit." I told him kindly he decided to give me diffithat 1was in the process of pur- culty along with attitude. l
chasing one today He insisted continued to be polite
that I leave campus grounds di- throughout the conversation,
rectly and park somewhere "off but he never was from the start.
campus." Realizinghewasdoing He never came over to my car
what he was assigned to do to help me. Instead, I had to
though it was with a tinge of sar- crank my head out the wincasm , I politely asked him on dow shout m yquestions 15 feet
which roads I could park. The backtohim . Asaresult, I was
security officer's demeanor told fired up and mad at 10:30 am
me he did not want to deal with and this confrontation prome and th;~t he was ready to argue ceeded to ruin a good portion
With me if I did not get out o[ his of my day.
way He replied, "Anywhere off
This is not the first time a
campus that says you can." 1fol- john Carroll security guard
lowed with,"Would you be able to has been rude to me about
suggest any particular roads?" parking I will not go into parAgain he growled, "Off campus" ticulars, bu t th e other inciI though t maybe he didn't under- dent involved a misunderstand the question so I rephrased standing whereby the officer

involved would not listen to
reason or would not engage in
polite conversation with another female student and me.
The security officers on
our campus, I believe, are
there to help the students, not
treat them badly. Despite one
or two friendly officers, l
would have to say that the vast
majority of members on the
security staff are rude, unwilling to listen, self-important, and definitely un friendly. They can makeastudemsorvisitor'sday, week, or
lasting impression of the university very bad unless they
change their attitudes. lam
disappointed to admit that if
l was ever in danger on cam- •
pus or needed accompanimentat night back to my residence hall, I would be very
hesitant in contacting a john
Carroll University security
officer.
Mary jo Marcellus
Class of 1998
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How were you affected by the

dismembered chicken incident?

Even at john Carroll?
Being a student atjohn Car roll means being a part of a closeknit community where faces are familiar and it appears as if one
may know JUSt about everyone on campus. The area in which
Car roll is located isconduc1ve tomakingonefeel a sense of safety
and an attitude of invincibihty With these feelings of security,
one is leavmg themselves vulnerable to previously thought Impossible cnmes. And the sad fact is that the crime of rape is all
too possible on college campuses today. Students need tO be
aware of this and actively take precautions to protect themselves
and prevent this crime from being committed against others..
Surprisingly enough , 85 percent of rapes are said to be acquaintance rape, and 90 percent of acquaintance rapes involve
alcohoL These are certainly alarming statistics for anyone, but
especially for college students.
Rape Awareness Week only lasts a short period of time and
can only provide so much information to those who take ad vantage of what is offered. Yet, victims of rape have scars that do not
disappear after a week, a month, or even years. Many victims of
rapedonoteven report or seek helpafter an assault. After a ll ,the
closeness of a cam pus community makes dealing with the consequences of the sit uation difficult
Still, victims need to come fort h and overcome these obstacles
nor only for themselves, but for the benefit of other students.
Statistics say that nearly one-third of college men said that they
were likely to have sex with an unwilling partner if they thought
they could get away with 1t. If females do not speak up about
sexual assault, they are essentially letting their assai lant get
away with the crime and allowing him to possibly attack again.
Unless a woman is battered badly, it is often difficult to prove
that the sex wasn't consensuaL Often times, people have a ten dency to be judgmental of a woman 's conduct-what she was
wearing, how much she was drinking, and whether or not she
agreed to go back to the house of a man at the end of a night.
While women do need to be cautious about their acrions and
realize that they are never 100 percent safe, they must still keep
in m1nd that rape is nevertheirfault.Know this, and remember
that unfonuantely,John Carroll is not immune to rape.

Guest Commentary

Educating the complete person
"If we educate onlyourstuden ts'minds, we have not truly educated
them."- Fr. Bernard Coughlin, SJ
This quote, taken from the Spring 1997 issue of Conversations on
Jesu it Higher Education, is quite poignant when looked at within the
context of an education here at john CarrolL Aschool that prides itself
on an excellent Liberal Arts education, john Carroll provides tremendous educational opportunities both in and outside the classroom.
John Carroll encourages an education founded on the ideals of St.
Ignatius Loyola, an education that prepares us to become "Men and
Women For Others." Our classroom learning will one day help us
secure a challengingjob in a Fortune 500 company, but it will be our
involvement in service, athletics and different organizations that will
teach us other valuable lessons about responsibility, hard work, social justice, and life in
general; lessons that will prepare us to become
contributing members of society.
]ClJ students are encouraged to join organizations and assume major leadership roles; positions that will prepare them for life as contributing members of society. Through these experiences, JCU students actually engage in what is
done in the real world, giving of themselves in an
effort to create change and make a difference.
,.,....,DPr
There are opportunities for involvement ins ports,
both varsity and club levels; concert choir, the
band, the theatre; and a multitude of professional and social clubs and
organizations. There are groups such as the Accounting Association,
Political Science Club, and the Psychology Club that allow students to
explore opportumties within their perspective fie ld. Fraternities, soronties, and special imerestorganizationssuch as the Art Club, japan
Club, and the Ski Club allow students to explore the academic within
a soc1a 1 seu ing. JCU students are also able to give of themselves
through ommumty service, be u in the student organized Project
Gold, thor ugh Campus Ministry, or through the Center for Commumty Service.
The possibility forextendmgour educational horizonoutsideof the
classroom is endless here atjohn Carroll. With so many opportunities
available a!john Carroll one can truly get involved and work "For The
Greater Glory of God." So, I challenge you to get involved in these
organizations, take a leadership role, tackle issues that are important
to you and your fellow students to bring about change in both the
university and society. Tap into the resources hereatjohn Carroll and
educate yourself about what it takes to becomecompletely ~educated ."
This means being able to confront any of the problems one is faced
with or tasks one is asked to complete. It is through taking advantage
of these opportunities that we can extend our education outside of our
minds and understand what St. Ignatius Loyola meant by "Becoming
Men and Women For Others."

HIT: Community Day at JCU. Let's keep up all that school spirit!
miss: The dismembered chicken found in Grasselli. still missing:

Various extremeties from the chicken. Hope you don't smell
something stinky around your cubicle. HIT: Senior Happy Hour
at jake's last friday. HIT: The new look of The Carroll News.
miss: The lack of color on the front page this week. Sorry
guys, maybe next week.

Staff Commentary

It's not polite to stare
life you have been made to feel uncomfortable by a male.
Maybe it was last semester when you were walking across
campus and some crude remark was shot out of a Bernet
window. Maybe it was this summer when you received an
age left your place of employment. Or maybe it was just last
week when you were at a club or a party and felt a group of
eyes staring at you from the corner.
Whether or not any or all of these situations sound familiar, if you are a female, they most likely do not sound
out of the ordinary.
My guess is that right about now
most men are going to turn back to the
sports section, if they haven't already.
But, if you have made it this far, I ask
you just to keep reading a little further.
Jessica Grassman I promise that this commentary will
wrroaw.oiUCI'Oil
not resort to any male-bashing or go
off on a feminist tangent, but rather explore some common
feelings that most women share on the means that some
men use to get their attention. Although 1 addressed the
female audience in the introduction, I truly want to get the
opinion of the males at john Carroll University But first, I
ask you to please listen to mine.
I do realize that I am only twenty years old and do not
consider myself completely knowledgeable in the ways of
the world. All too often, I find myself baffled by my own
gender, so l in no way claim any expertise on that of the
male. Still, based onmyown past experiences, and those of
my friends, lam left tomakecertainconclusionsand often
generalizations on why some guys"dowhat they do" when
it comes to communicating with the opposite sex.
Using those situations that I mentioned in the first paragraph, I believe that the majority of males have either witnessed them or have possibly contributed to those actions
themselves. However, I do not believe that all males (although there are a few who are questionable) really try to
offend women by staring, gawking, or making comments.
But they do.
While it is nice to receive attention from the opposite
sex, most women would like to be acknowledged in a more
respectful manner. While the days of chivalry and honor
codes have long since disappeared, so have the times of the
Neanderthal and cave man. I mean, it doesn't take a
Casanova to realize that beating a woman over the head
with a club and dragging her back to your cave is not the
way to win her heart. By saying this, I am not trying to
insinuate that men today have no class when itcomestothe
ritual of dating, but there are some who still need a brush
up lesson or two.
You see fellows, there is a fine line between saying "hi" to
a girl and saying "hey baby," or glancing at a girl, making eye
contact and giving her a nice smile and glaring at her like
she's a 12 oz. New York Strip. And it is knowing the difference between these two that makes all the difference in
what the girl thinks and how she acts towards you.

Mike Kovacevic

Senior

Sophomore

'l will not eat
"After work ing at Boston chicken, or any
Market for three poultry, until the
years, l have a people who did
deep love andre- this are brought
spect for chicken. to justice.'
l can 't believe
that dementia of
this sort exists in
our world today."

HITS&

If you area female , chances are that at some point in your

lisa Viscusi
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Student upset with
Hall Director
I am writ ing this complaint on behalf of Campion HalL lam a junior here
at john Carroll and I have come to like
the dorm life very much. In the past two
years I have lived in Murphy and East
halls, without ever having a complaint.
Well now !li ve in Campion and I have a
very big complaint, the hall director.
The incident I am referring to occurred the night of September 15, !997
at around 10:15 pm. I was ne xt door
!hi1'CI
listening to some music on
floor. Then I hap
omeacrossa
good so
t e fan was on and the
· wasdrowningoutthemusic. Sol
proceeded to turn the music up on my
friend's stereo. After one son wa
played there was a knock at the door
which was slightly open and it was the
re · t hall director. She proceeded to
rudely as
riend and lour names
and said that we
eing documented. I asked what what ;m-..,...,.p
being written up for and she said that
the music was too loud during quiet
hours. I really didn't think the music
was tha t loud, so l asked her where she
lived. She said that she lived in an apartment on the first floor and she could
hear the music all the way down there.
Then she said that when she was walking down my hallway the music was
blasting. Now, I was getting fired up
because the music was not loud and

Chicken
"Well
how
would you feel if a
chicken cut up a
JCU student and
sea ttered
his
body
parts
around
the
chicken coopr

Chris Beato

' l don't feel as
though lean commenton this issue
at this time.'

h

"I feel for the
chicken, because
l too have left
pieces of myse If
behind when
studying in the
library.'

' l wonder if I
can use my
munch money in
the library now.. .'

also said that arguing wouldn't get me
anywhere and that I should just accept
the incident.
There is one more little part to this
story. While I was down in the office
stating my case, the resident assistant on
myfloorwasondutymakingroundsand
stopped by my neighbor's room. My
friend asked the resident assistant if he
hadheardanymusicahalfhouragowhile
sitting in the office, which l might add is
right next door to the resident director's
apartment Of course, the R.A. had not
heard a thing and the windows in the
office were open.
I find this whole incident very unfair
and ridiculous. I am in my third year of
attending john Carroll University and l
have never beendocumentedforanything
before this incident. To have my clean

g.~~l.l.L,il.:l.~'.ll.l.l.l!.l.l...W:.JJ.illl,l,......;:,a[1£\

heardastereooranymusiclnthelasst
half hour. The student sa id that he had
been in the lounge for a good half hour
and had not heard a stereo.
Furious, 1 went down to the main
office in Campion Hall and asked to
ta to the residence director. So the
resident assistant on duty knocked on
the door and the resident director
opened the door. I asked her if l could
ta 1k with her for a minute and she
agreed with a dirty look on her face. I
told her how no one in my hall heard
the music and myangeroverthewhole
situation. She proceeded to stick with
her story insisting that she could hear
the music down on the first fIocr. She

Senior

Junior

Student Union
President

there was no way she could hear the
musicfrom thatroomdownonthefirst
floor. l went on to tell her how ridiculous this whole incident was and that
she was being unfair to say the least
A few minutes laterl went next door
to my own room where the door was
cracked open and my roommate was
using his computer. The first question
I asked my roommate, who was unfamiliar with the incident, was if he heard
any of them usic we were playing next
door He said that he had not heard a
thing in our room and the televlsion
and radio were off. I proceeded to move
down the hallwayasking people if they
heard a stereo, and not a single person
had answered yes. Then l stopped at
the lounge which is three rooms down
and has no doors. There was a student
i

Tiffany Burton Romel Glorioso

L

Coping with 90210
by
Boltky
Mark

jealous lovers flghting. A
lotofsex Andsomebodygets
shot.
Is this Beverly Hills 90210
or a Shakespeare tragedy airing on Wednesday nights? If
only everyone VJOuld eventually die on 90210.
I sat through my first
prime-time soap opera experience last week at
one of the many Wednesday night TV pa rties
around campus. lf you wondered why john Carroll is a ghost town of sons from 8:00-10.00 in the
middle of the week, get with the picture.
Even 1 did. And it may have been the most
excruciating two-hour ordeal of my life. My first
90210 was as cntertaim ng and enriching as my
first wisdom tooth su rgery.
What great lengths Aaron Spelhng goes to for
original plots. From the research l'vedone-which
consists of sayi ng one word and letting ten girls
spew off story lines- l've learned that every ridiculousdilemmaagroupof rich,white kids from
Beverly Hills could deal with has been covered.
Sure, they never have to worry about actually
working(whodoesn'tgoto Hawaii just for the hell
of it?) And when they were in school, studyingof course- took a backseat to everything else.
They can't be worried about minute details like
that. Donna might be having an eating disorder!
Also, are we really supposed to believe that of
all the people in all the land, Kelly, Donna, anJ
Valerie would continuously go out wah the same
group of guys? That includes Steve, who ac tually
had girls praying that he would be the one shot.
At least we have such a pillar of excellence in
Brandon, the great humanitaria n. What about
this guy? Who has mansions given to them? And
of course getting a job wi th the Los Angeles Times
right out of college is no problem. It must be all
that good experience at the Peac h Pit
It all just seems like repeated blather that s
covered up by extended sideburns and
anificiaLuh , accessories.

il

sud!asthlslsbe)londun air. Notonlydo
the actions of the resident director anger
me, but alsodisappoint me thatjohn Carroll would place such an angry, unfair
person in charge ofhundreds of people's
lives. This incident will remain in my
mind for years to come and to have to
make such a big deal out of nothing is
very, very sad. Good Luck to the rest of
Campion Hall, because it is certainly going to be a trying year with the pathetic
authority in this hall!
Very angered,
Brian Leisgang

phenomenathatls1kwr i11 s90210. l nowof
numerousgroupsaroundcampus that won't have
meetings Wednesday nights because they don't
want their members to say, "l would go to R1ght
For Life this week, but! have to see if David gets his
first facial hair."
My biggest bit of advice for those still virgin to
90210: don't take the leap.
However, if you are stuck in roomfu l of followers, note one rule. Don't talk. The cursing and
backlash you will see will mirror a Frank Gifford
appearance at a NOW convention.
just sit there, pretend you like it, and root for
Steve to suffer the same fate as MacBeth.

Funny Forum stuff? Stop by The Carroll News.

Run-in with .security ruins student's day
I want to address the attitude it,"l amfromoutofstate. lam
of our John Carroll campus secu- not sure where to park. Could
rity officers. I was just stopped you please suggest a name of a
this Monday morning by a secu- road on which students arealrity guard at the North Park en- lowed to park?" This went back
trance of our campus when pull- and forth for a few seconds as
ing into the parking lot. He t heofficercontinually ref used
flagged his arms up and down for to answer my question and got
me to pull over and said, "No park- angrier and angrier with me. l
ing withou t an authori zed park- wassimplyaskingfor helpand
ing permit." I told him kindly he decided to give me diffithat I was in the process of pur- culty along with attitude. l
chasing one today. He insisted continued to be polite
that !leave campus grounds di- throughout the conversation,
rectly and park somewhe re "off but he never was from the start.
cam pus." Realizing he was doing He never came overto my car
what he was assigned to do to help me. Instead, I had to
though it was with a tinge of sar- crank my head out the wincasm , I politely asked him on dowshout myquestions 15 feet
which roads l could park The back to him. As a result, I was
security officer's demeanor told fired up and mad at 10:30 am
me he did not want to deal with and this confrontation prome and that he was ready to argue ceeded to ruin a good portion
with me 1f l did not get out of his of my day
way. He replied, "Anywhere off
This is not the first time a
campus that says you can." I fol- John Carroll security guard
lowed with,"Would you be able to has been rude to me about
suggest any particular roads?" parking. I will not go into parAgain he growled, "Off campus." ticulars, but the other inci!thought maybe he didn't under- dent involve d a misunderstand the question so I rephrased standing whereby the officer

involved would not listen to
reason or would not engage in
polite conversation with another female student and me.
The security officers on
our campus, I believe, are
theretohelpthestudems, not
treat them badly. Despite one
or two friendly officers, I
would have to say that the vast
majority of members on the
security staff are rude, unwilling to listen, self-im portant , and definitely un friendly They can makeastudentsorvisitor'sday, week, or
lasting impression of the uni versity very bad unless they
change their attitudes. lam
disappointed to admit that if
I was ever in danger on ca m- ·
pus or needed accompanimentat nightbacktomyresidence hall, I would be very
hesitant in contacting a john
Carroll University security
officer.
Mary jo Marcell us
Class of 1998

*SPECIALTY DRINKS & SHOTS
*COFFEE & ESPRESSO

*NOW SERVING FOOD
*MICRO BREWS ON TAP

11!1 CoLLEGE ID NITE
DJ SPINNING THE BEST IN 80's RETRO
DANCE MUSIC AND ALL YOUR REQESTS
JIMMY DJa BLUES BAND

St <XJVER WITH JCU m

1111

UNDERGROUND DANCE

GUEST D.J.s
B-4 llPM
LM MUSIC FEAtURES 1BE MA. RAINEY BAND
NO COVER

CLASSIFIEDS
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The Carroll News, September 18, 1997
Qa.ssified ads cost $3.00 for the firsl ten words and $.20 for each additional word. To place a
classified ad, it mUSI be typed or handwritten clearly and leg~bly and sent to or droppe(l off at the
Carroll News oflia: with payment. Qassified ads will not run without pre-payment Qa.ssifieds
will not be taken over the pnone. The deadline for classified ads is ooon of the Monday prior to
publication.

20700 North Park Boulevard
University Heights, OH 44118

HELP WANTED
Male or female student. Parttime. Hours flexible. Typing
and computer data entry. 15
min. from school. Call Rose at
765-8402.
Coconuts Music and Movies is
in need of sales associates and
key holders for its South Euclid
location. Apply in person.
13975-77 Cedar Road, South
Euclid,orcall321-0525. Days,
evenings, and weekend shifts
available. EOE.
Bar Cleveland and Have a Nice
Day Cafe are now hiring
bartenders, tub girls, door girls,
and bouncers. Attend an open
house Sept. 28th from 2-5 pm.
1204 Old River Road.
Experienced bass singer
wanted for men's a cappella
quartet. Contact Mike at 6910759.

#1 Campus Fundraiser. Raise
all the money your group needs
by sponsoring a VISA
Fundraiseron your campus. No
investment & very little time
needed. There's no obligation,
so why not call for information
today. Call1-800-323-8454 x
95.
Free T-Shirt + $1000. Credit
Card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise
up to $1000 by earning a
whopping $5.00 I VISA
application. Call 1-800-9320528 ext. 65. Qualified callers
receive free t-shirt.

SITTERS NEEDED

Child care needed in our home
for our 6, 4, and 3-year-old
children. Thursday 11:45 a.m.
- 2 p.m .; some Tuesday
afternoons. We pay well for
responsible, loving care.

Walking distance from Gesu/
JCU. Contact Chris at 3817584.
Non-smoking babysitter
wanted with car in my Solon
home, for 2 girls ages 7 and 10.
Need 2 days per week 2pm 7pm. Days can be flexible
depending on your class
schedule. Call Debby at 2483796.
Babysitter needed to watch 3
children occasional evenings
and weekends. Flexible
schedule, walking distance to
JCU, light housekeeping.
Please call 321-3545.
Childcare needed in Shaker 8:15am- 10:15 am Thursday
and/or Friday. Potential for
longer, if you wish. Call 7520894.

~ ..rnh~r.-<.
~~

Bartending made easy. From
the must-know drinks to tricks
to "bow to gettbe job." $25.97.
For free recorded information
call 556-1415.

FOR RENT
Quiet, tidy room for rent.
Kitchen privelidges, own shower
and use of washer and dryer, a
few blocks from JCU. Nonsmoker. Call291-2214.

Would you like to regularly
attend non-Catholic services
off-campus but have no
transportation? Do you drive
regularly to such services and
have room for a passenger?
Call Ruth in Campus Ministry,
397-4717, and we will arrange
matches if possible.

MISCELLANEOUS
Increase your memory, focus,
and comprehension using
hypnosis and guided imagery.
Special Student rates. Call Sally
J. Triggs, M.Ed., C.Ht. at 216918-9119.
Lose up to 30 pounds I 30 days I
all natural. Work from home.
$300 - $3000 p/1. Call 5564758.

Jim B.- I Love You! -Your
Munchkin Forever.

Lose weight - 100% natural
product. Work from home $300 to $3000. Part time. 5564758.

Tommy- I've got nothing to do
this weekend so if you're not
busy, give me a call and we'll
get together. -You know who.

PERSONAlS
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This game will tell your fortune for the day. It's
a numerical puzzle designed to spell out your
fonune. Count the letters in your first name. If
the number of letters is 6 or more, subtract 4. lf
the number is less than 6, add 3. The result is
your key number. Stan at the upper left-hand
comer and check one of your key numbers, left
to right Then read the message the letters
under the checked figures give you

WORD

TRJVIA
l Which novel has the longest sentence at 823 words?
2 England's King Edward the Confessor (1003 - 1066)
was unusual because ... ?
3. Whar do the housefly, the starfish, and the snail have
in common?
4. What is Polytetrafluorethylene?

JOLUTIONJ FOR
JEPT. 11 IJJUE
TRIVIA ANSWERS

WORD PUZZLE ANSWERS

1. THE GREAT WAR

1. REPS

2C

2 EXIT
3.PIXY
4. STYX

3. BENJAMIN HARRISON
4. THE BlATilAI..ON

GAM£
Rearrange the letters of
REACf to form four
more five-letter words.

An5wers to
King Crossword

ACROSS
1 Last few
notes
5 Reson
8 "Zounds!"
l2 Allturtwal
rock
13 Sun
shade?
14 Marquand
sleuth
15 Type of
store ...
16 ... and
bread sold
there
17 Skedaddled
18 Baffler
20 Thoreau's
pond
22 Kvetch
23 3, on the
phone
24 Musician's
jobs
27 Copious
reserve
32 Bother
33 Mainlander's
memento
34 Red or
Black
35 'The Color
Purple" star
38 Alicia's
"Clueless"
role
39 Conk out
40 Gettysburg

Address
word
42 Football
shin
45 Creche
.ieee

49 "Son of
-!"
50 "Hooray,
Jose!"
52 Longpopular
crooner
53 Tablet or
teaspoon
54 Understanding
55 "QB vn"
author
56 Wan
57 Tackle the
comestibles
58 Hinge (on)
DOWN
I Body of
laws
2 Toumament
format
3 Limp-watch
painter
4 Straightens
5 Go off
course
6 Stipend
7 Freshly
8 Logo, e.g.
9 Household pet
10 Suits to-

11 Depressed
19 One or the
Kettles
21 Put
together
24 Joke
25 Bachelor's
last utterance
26 1849
headline
event
28 "-the
ram-

..

parts ...
291ie
30Bom
31 Com spike
36 Mickey
Mouse
operation?
37 Quilters'
gettogether
38 Match
41 Its cap. is
Atlanta
42 Actress
Pinkett
43 Hollywood
clashers
44Symbol of
bondage
46 Triangular
gannent
insen
47 Actor
Jannings
48 Optimistic
51 Meadow

